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District Voting
Expert Meets
with Residents
As part of a California Voting Rights
lawsuit settlement between the city and
residents suing to get better representation of different areas of Fullerton, voters will be making a choice in the Nov.
2016 election to divide the city into up
to five districts. Each district will be
represented by a candidate living within the district. This is expected to make
running a campaign less expensive and
ensure better representation on the
concerns of each district. Prior to the
November vote a map will be drawn up
showing the proposed districts which
must be of equal population. Small
groups may make an appointment with
expert David Ely of Compass
Demographics to give their opinion on
where boundary lines should be drawn.
To make an appointment call City
Clerk Lucinda Williams at 714-7386355 or email districtelections@cityoffullerton.com at least one business day
in advance. Open dates are 11:30am to
7pm on Thurs. and Friday October 1
and 2; and 10:30am to 6pm on
Saturday Oct. 3. For more info visit:
http://www.cityoffullerton.com/gov/de
partments/city_clerk/district_mapping/default.asp.

Founders Day Parade: SKAPECHE MODE won in the best local band category. All the Arts won for their presentation including
a dragon. Rousing music from marching bands, the dancing prancing horses, waving politicians in classic cars, victorian ladies in full
regalia, fire trucks, and the wild and colorful Los Chinelos de Morelos really lent a carnival flare to the parade. Photos pages 6, 14 &18.

•The Fullerton Police Department assigns
four officers to work with homeless people
and those affected by homelessness. With
200 hours of training each they are the most
highly trained of all law enforcement officers
in the state. The state requires eight hours of
training for a police officer.
•The median rent for a one-bedroom
apartment in Orange County is $1,238. To
afford that rent on a minimum wage job
income ($9 per hour in California), a person
would have to work 110 hours a week.
•A homeless shelter to be located at 1000

North Kramer Place in Anaheim is expected
to be ready for use by summer 2016, with
the purchase price being $4.2 million,
Anaheim and Fullerton each contributing
$500,000.
•Housing homeless people is expensive,
but cheaper to the taxpayers than emergency
medical care and jails, a housing program in
Utah proved.
These are just a few facts that panelists
provided at the Neighbors United For
Fullerton forum on September 21 at the
public library.
Continued on page 8
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Homeless Shelter on Horizon by J. A. Kaluzny

The Fullerton Observer has been threatened
with a lawsuit regarding an incident reported
in the Early Nov. 2014 issue involving Barry
Levinson’s alleged mistreatment of an AT&T
representative at a city council meeting. The
paper reported from public information
available in a 10-page Fullerton Police investigation and from a letter dated Oct. 20,
2014 from the OCDA, as well as the public
statements of the alleged victim and those
that Mr. Levinson made during a publicly
broadcast city council meeting. The report
did not accuse Mr. Levinson of any wrong
doing, was not intended to harm Mr.
Levinson, and was merely a report of the
police investigation and allegations.
The letter from the Tissot Law Firm,
APLC of Beverly Hills was dropped on the
front porch of the editor’s home by UPS on
September 22, 2015, and demanded a
retraction, an apology, damages, and attorney fees on Mr. Levinson’s behalf. The letter
instructed the Observer to respond by Sept.
25 in writing that the demands had been
complied with but that did not give us time
to consult with a lawyer.
The editor of the Fullerton Observer stands
by the report in the November 2014 paper
which intended no harm to Mr. Levinson,
and invites him to write something from his
point of view.

The Early November 2014 frontpage article referenced in the letter was titled “City
Commissioner Questioned for Alleged
Assault at City Hall.” The article can be read
in full by visiting the website
www.fullertonobserver.com, clicking on the
“Past Issues” tab and opening the Early
November 2014 issue. In the article the
Observer reported that after the FPD investigation of the allegations, launched in
response to an eye-witness account by a city
employee present during the alleged assault
and the alleged victim’s statement, the case
was sent to the Orange County District
Attorney’s office. As reported in that same
Observer article, the OCDA declined to file
criminal charges stating that “Although the
conduct alleged could be deemed criminal,
there is not sufficient evidence to prove it
beyond a reasonable doubt to a jury.”
Although Mr. Levinson, at the time, chose
not to respond to Observer questions about
the incident, another of the three men
accused in the alleged assault did make a
statement which was also printed in the same
Observer article. Opinions of other community members present at the council meeting
were published in the “Community
Opinion” section of the same issue as well as
a subsequent issue and are the opinions of
those residents.

CHEVRON PROPOSAL
FOR COYOTE HILLS
A Planning Commission information meeting on Chevron’s new plan
for West Coyote Hills will be held
Wed., Oct 14 at 7pm at the Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth. No details have been
made available.
The Planning Commission public
hearing will be held at 7pm on Thurs,
Oct. 22 at city hall where a decision
will be made on the proposal which is
said to include an opportunity to purchase the land as open space in
exchange for development approvals.
Approving the 510-acre property for
residential development increases its
value.
Continued on page 5

West Nile Virus
Update: 28 in OC
Cases of West Nile Virus in Orange
County jumped from 3 in August to
18 in early September and to 28 by
September 21 (18 are of the most serious type West Nile Neuroinvasive
Disease which requires hospitalization
and can result in death or permanent
neurological effects). One death has
been reported in Orange County this
year.
No cases have been reported in
Fullerton so far but neighboring cities
of La Habra and Buena Park lead with
the most cases at 4 each, followed by
Brea and Santa Ana with 3 cases each,
Anaheim, Yorba Linda, Orange and
Tustin with 2 each; Placentia, Garden
Grove, Cypress, Newport Beach and
Mission Viejo with one each.
The virus spreads by the bite of mosquitos and there is no cure. Twenty
percent of the people bitten contract
the most serious form of the disease.
Continued on page 18
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The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and Natalie
Kennedy and a group of friends in 1978, is
staffed by local citizen volunteers who create,
publish, and distribute the paper throughout
our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one with
all ad and subscription revenues plowed back
into maintaining and improving our independent, non-partisan, non-sectarian community newspaper.
Our purpose is to inform Fullerton residents about the institutions and other societal forces which most impact their lives, so
that they may be empowered to participate
in constructive ways to keep and make these
private and public entities serve all residents
in lawful, open, just, and socially-responsible
ways.
Through our extensive local calendar and
other coverage, we seek to promote a sense
of community and an appreciation for the
values of diversity with which our country is
so uniquely blessed.

SUBMISSIONS:

Submissions on any topic of interest are
accepted from Fullerton residents and we try hard
to get it all in. Sorry we sometimes fail. Shorter
pieces have a better chance. Send by email to
observernews@earthlink.net or by snail mail to:
FULLERTON OBSERVER
PO BOX 7051
FULLERTON, CA 92834-7051
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PASSION FOR JUSTICE by Synthia Tran

On Thursday, September 17 at about 7am in
Fullerton my family's Akita puppy was killed by a
coyote shortly after being let out to go to the bathroom. The puppy was fairly large, about the size of
a Springer spaniel. We live off of Brea Blvd. and
Lemon St. Being in close proximity to the Brea
Dam and Hillcrest Park (and just Orange County
in general) I think most people know not to let pets
out at night, but with the recent fire in Coyote
Hills/ La Habra, there may be more coyotes than
usual due to the destruction of habitat/hunting
grounds. We think this is why this happened during daytime.
While I know this probably isn't a "newsworthy"
story, I thought I would reach out to the Observer
in case you could post a warning of some kind. I
would not like to be identified by name. We have
already contacted neighbors we're in touch with,
but want to notify as many people in the area as
possible. We are quite devastated and don't want
another family to lose their pet.
Anonymous Fullerton

West Nile Virus Death
I saw your article with statistics about West Nile
Virus and I want to add a note. My brother lived in
Buena Park and began to feel like he was getting
the flu during the last week of August. By
September 4th, he had a 104F temperature and
was admitted to the new Kaiser Hospital on La
Palma.
It took a couple of days to determine his illness
but it was confirmed WNV. He spent his last days
in ICU in a coma with encephalitis and on a ventilator. It was determined by the neurologist that
there was no hope for recovery. My brother’s 80th
birthday was September 17 and the family waited
until then for the disconnection of his life support
systems. All was removed in the mid afternoon and
he died at 9pm.
Of course, this is a very sad event for my family
but worse, it is very scary to come to terms with
this virus very present in our part of the county.
Please continue to keep this disease in your paper
so residents will take it very seriously.
Anonymous Fullerton

Homeless Teens
I stopped at Orangethorpe to shop, then was
frightened away from the bus stop by young men
hanging out there, occupying both benches with
one becoming violent because of an alleged theft. I
walked to the next stop and called FPD.
I also told the bus driver about the young men
who were about 18 to 20 years old. He said yeah
they are homeless and they are there all the time.
He said things have changed a lot. He even sees
homeless older women, and women with children.
He said he has lived here all his life, is 8 years from
retirement and can't wait to get away as all his relatives have.
J. Kaluzny Fullerton

WAR COSTS in Life & Money
California leads the nation with 886 soldiers wounded and 252 dead in wars since 2001.

IN IRAQ & AFGHANISTAN

• 143,490 Civilians killed by Violence

www.iraqbodycount.org (9/26/2015)

• 4,492
• 2,364

US Soldiers killed in Iraq: (DoD 6/27/2015)
US Soldiers killed in Afghanistan (9/26/2015) www.icasualties.org

• 32,223
• 17,674

US Soldiers wounded (DOD reports) www.icasualties.org
Iraq (3/2003 thru 11/2011- no updates since this date)
Afghanistan (10/2001 thru 10/13/2012- no updates since this date)

• $1.6
Trillion

2015

Habitat Destruction
Increasing
Coyote Danger to Pets

The Fateful Trip
About one o’clock in the morn- boat to a place where we might
ing, the small sailboat which carried meet the powerboat. It was very
two boatmen and five passengers dark now; neither the moon nor
reached the edge of a forest. The even a star was in the sky. Every big
wave that came toward our small
forest was next to the seashore.
The boatmen asked us to sleep boat threatened to capsize it. The
for a short time. Everybody closed two boatmen used a long stick
his or her eyes, but I could not. I instead of an anchor to keep the
looked around and saw the entire boat from moving, but the poor
darkness and heard only the sounds boat still moved from side to side.
of frogs and insects. I felt very lone- We all felt very dizzy.
We waited and waited for a long
ly and homesick.
When it grew light, the two boat- time. Many small boats appeared
men led us into the forest, cut some around us carrying our fellow passengers. At last, the
branches to make a sitpowerboat
came.
ting area, and told us,
The sound
The sound of its
“You guys have to hide
of its engine
engine interrupted
here until the night
the quiet night like a
comes, and then we will
interrupted
happy song that
be back and take you to
the quiet night promised
to bring us
the powerboat. In the
meantime, you stay like a happy song to the land of freehere, don’t talk, don’t that promised to dom that we had
longing for.
cough, don’t sneeze, and
bring us to the been
The two boatmen
don’t do anything that
pulled our sailboat
makes noise because if land of freedom
people who pass by here that we had been alongside the powerboat and helped us
see or hear you; they
longing for.
get into it.
will report to the securiThey said “Good
ty, and you will be
arrested…” The boatmen went Luck” to us; we thanked them and
away after giving us some rice to they sailed away. At that moment,
I realized that I would never see
eat.
We sat down and looked at each them again.
We were told to get down to the
other with a great deal of fear. As
the sun rose higher in the east, we bottom level because the upper
heard people collecting firewood deck was full. After loading passenand talking to each other, and some gers, there was a big argument
people singing songs onboard boats among the crew. They had too
many passengers exceeding their
that went by.
We waited silently with great plan and the two other sailboats
nervousness. We dared not move which carried fuel had not arrived!
even a little; we dared not talk even That meant we would not have
a murmur. The sun seemed not to enough fuel to escape from the
move, and the time seemed not to communists. What should we do?
change. If my wristwatch had not If we returned, everyone would go
been taken, I would have thought to jail without exception. If we
went ahead, many unexpected danthat it was not working.
But thankfully, the sun finally gers awaited us on our long and
moved to the west, and the tide hard trip.
Finally, the crew decided to go
came in. The two boatmen reappeared and led us out of the forest ahead. They closed all the winand onto the sailboat. At low tide, dows, turned off the light, and
the forest was visible, but when the started the engine. The next part of
seawater came rushing in, all of the our adventure began at that time,
trees were submerged, and then around 9:00 pm on December 10,
there was no sign of a forest whatso- 1980.
ever! We considered ourselves very
lucky because if the boatmen had After the war, when it was too danforgotten us or could not pick us up gerous for those who had fought with
for any reason, we would have been the US to stay in Vietnam, Synthia
Tran and her family escaped on a
drowned. There was no doubt
boat
and eventually made it to the
about that.
United States.
After boarding the sailboat, we
Synthia
went
to Fullerton College
had some rice for dinner, and then
and
then
graduated
from CSUF.
the two boatmen began to sail the
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Cost of Wars Since 2001 www.costofwar.com (9/26/2015)
(rounded down) (Iraq $818 billion) (Afghanistan $714 billion)
Cost of Military Action Against ISIL $6.1 billion
Pentagon Slush Fund $100 billion www.nationalpriorities.org

What Could we do with this money instead? www.nationalpriorites.org

HOW TO VOICE
YOUR OPINION
Community Opinion pages are a
forum for the community. The
Observer welcomes letters on any
subject of interest. Comments are
the opinions of the author, may be
shortened for space, and typos corrected. We must verify your identity, but you may choose to have only
your initials appear in print.
Anonymous letters are accepted if
the writer can make a case that
revealing their name would be a
problem. Send to:
observernews@earthlink.net
or send by mail to:
Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051, Fullerton, CA 92834
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OUT OF MY MIND

by Jon Dobrer © 2015

JonDobrer@mac.com

PEOPLE OF IRAQ & SYRIA:
FIGHT THEM OR FEED THEM?
Refugees are pouring out of
Afghanistan, Iraq and what’s left of
Syria. Some are driven by the universal human desire for better lives
for themselves and their families.
Some are driven by fear for their
lives. They are escaping from violence, from chaos, from starvation
and from hopelessness—the hopelessness of being kept in squalid
camps, in unsanitary conditions,
with less food this year than last.
The difference between a refugee
and a migrant may be clear in a
dictionary, but on the ground, in
the hungry and frightened eyes of a
starving child, a terrified mother or
a despairing father, the categories
blur.
People are walking, running and
swimming for their lives. Many are
stumbling, falling, drowning and
dying along the way. But they have
to go somewhere. There is no life
in much of Afghanistan, Iraq and
Syria. There is no life in Displaced
Persons camps in Jordan, Lebanon
and Turkey.
So now, they’re on the march—
coming to Europe and eventually
to America. Part of the world cries
with them and for them. Part of
the world sees human beings in
extremis, doing just what we
would do in such tragic circumstances.
However, some of the world sees
this as a Muslim invasion of
Europe and eventually of America.
Some see conspiracies. “This is a
plot to slowly invade the west and
turn the west Muslim.” While I’m
sure that there are people who will
become terrorists in this suffering
mass of humanity, the harsher and
more hatefully we treat them, the
greater the number whose pain and
rage will find expression in violence.
Of course, some will be terrorists. Some folks of all races here
became terrorists joining the jihad
from Muslim, Christian and even
Jewish families. The people on the
march across Asia Minor, the
Middle East and Europe are mostly frightened, hungry and desperate human beings. People do not
leave home when things are going
well. Abandoning ones home,
homeland and possessions marks
desperation.
How did this tragedy happen,
and what are our responsibilities
for the present circumstances and
the future?
After 9-11 we were told, and it
was pretty much accepted, that the
terrorists were coming. This was
self-evidently true, since 9-11
proved that terrorists were already
here. Obviously, we didn’t want a
repeat performance. Having been
sucker-punched, we were committed to doing everything possible to
prevent another attack. And we all
believed that another attack was
not simply possible but imminent.
On 9-12 and for more than 6
months, we waited for the other
shoes to drop. Left and right, we
believed that another spectacular
series of attacks was on its way.
Thus the logic of invading
Afghanistan seemed impeccable:

“We have to fight the terrorists
there or we’ll have to fight them
here.”
Our rationale for invading
Afghanistan was a bit flawed, since
we based it on Afghanistan being
the terrorists’ training ground. In
fact, the 9-11 hijacking terrorists
trained in Venice, Florida, San
Diego, California and Norman,
Oklahoma.

On 9-12 and for
more than 6 months,
we waited for the other
shoes to drop. Left and
right, we believed that
another spectacular
series of attacks
was on its way.

However, bombing any of these
places would have been politically
problematic and strategically selfdefeating. But we had to respond,
and next to Antarctica or the
Sahara, Afghanistan seemed the
best target on which to demonstrate both our displeasure and our
resolve.
No sooner was the Taliban seemingly defeated when we turned our
attention and hostility towards
Saddam Hussein and Iraq.
Afghanistan might well have
turned into chaos anyway, but we
assured the outcome by turning
away. We set out to teach Saddam
a lesson and block the ambitions of
Iran (Saddam’s enemy). We killed
Saddam, cast the Sunni army and
governing class to the winds and
left a client of Iran in charge.
Not content with creating two
massively failed states (not counting Libya!) we told Shiite Bashar
al-Assad of Syria that “He had to
go.” We spoke very loudly and carried no stick at all. Thus we
watched and complained as he
bombed his own people and then
seemed puzzled when Sunnis from
both Iraq and Syria felt abandoned
by us and became radicalized. This
in no way excuses or justifies ISIL,
but it certainly explains a lot.
So now people are on the march
from their destroyed states and
burning homes. Having helped
destroy their nations and set their
homes alight, we probably should
do something other than selling
more arms and continuing to
bomb and drone their already
burning lands.
Our first catch phrase was, “We
have to fight them there, so we
don’t have to fight them here.” But
it was flawed. It should have been,
“We have to feed them there or
we’ll have to feed them here and in
Europe.” They will not starve and
drown without complaint. They
will not accept an indefinite future
in refugee camps. They are human
beings. Are we?
www.Dobrer.com
Follow me on Twitter @jondobrer
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OBSERVERS AROUND THE WORLD
Lesley &
Sherlan in
Scotland
Mahaffey
Lesley
and Sherlan Neblett
are pictured at right at
Loch Lomond in
Scotland.
“We took a 10 day
Rick Steves Tour that
started in Edinburgh,
then traveled to St.
Andrews, up to the
highlands
before
to
returning
Edinburgh on the
west coast.
The tour guide was wonderful, the people were very
friendly and the landscape was beautiful. We learned
a lot about Scotland's history and culture.

Capturing Rainfall
I've always been curious if there are any
attempts to capture or divert the rain runoff from
washes, canals and rivers to reservoirs, damns and
lakes. More water seems to be allowed to run to
the ocean than is being saved during our drought.
Can you clarify this?
Jeff Schenck Fullerton
ED: Interesting question. The Observer forwarded
this question to our city water experts. Stay tuned
for an answer hopefully in the next issue.

We loved Scotland and it was great to
get out of the Southern California heat!”

Re: “Love is Love”

RE: Response from author to opinion
from Mr. San Roman (page 2 Mid-Sept)
about Love is Love in the Early September
issue: I stand corrected. Kirk G. San Roman
of Fullerton is right, I discriminate against
hate speech. For that I am not sorry.”
E. Sky Scott columnist
AmericanAmerican
Fullerton Observer

Forced District Voting Not a Good Plan
I believe district voting is something that is
being unfairly forced upon the city of Fullerton.
I have lived in Fullerton for nearly 30 years.
Fullerton is a city that clearly welcomes and
embraces a diverse population, as evidenced by
the student population, the many churches and
other businesses that are owned by and cater to
various ethnic groups. Anyone been to the
Fullerton Museum ‘s newest exhibit?
I hear Asians and Hispanic groups say they
feel they are underrepresented on the current
City Council. But no ethnic group has ever
been denied the opportunity to run for office,
or to vote for their chosen candidate. However,
since 1998, only about 13 minority candidates
have run, and 4 of them got elected. Perhaps
the people who feel “unrepresented” should
look to their lack of candidates first, and then to
the obvious fact that those few candidates failed
to get their names and messages out to enough
of the community as a whole and were therefore
unsuccessful. That is not the result of “unfair”
at-large elections, it is the fault of a lack of
engagement and lack of interest.
Speakers at the September 15 city council
meeting expressed their reasons for being in
support of district voting. A few of the speakers,
(some through interpreters because they don’t even
speak English) talked about their own lack of
participation in the past. So why do we have to
change the way the entire city votes because
some people choose not to participate, and how
involved can they be if they haven’t even bothered to learn to speak English? Whose fault is
that, especially in an “education community”
where language classes are so numerous and
inexpensively offered?
They expressed concern because so many City
Council members live “north of Chapman.” No
one seemed to be concerned about that when
Sharon Quirk-Silva was on City Council.
Perhaps that is another reflection of how people
in other areas of the city have not exercised their
right to be informed and vote. And if any areas
have a large number of residents who are over
18 years old but not eligible voters, due to noncitizen status or any other reason, why is that
the fault of our at large election process? Given
the language issues on exhibit at the Sept. 15th

council meeting, this seems a fair question.
Just come to council meetings on a semi-regular basis, and you will see that there is rarely a
meaningful representation from any minority
group in the audience just wanting to be
informed about the city’s business, unless they
are asking for something specific to their community. Otherwise there appears to be little
interest in what is happening in the city.
These groups complain that our City Council
does not reflect them, does not look like themobviously that is based on race, although all the
proponents of district voting say this is not a
racial issue and districts won’t be racially determined. They say that when their concerns have
been raised in the past, they were ignored. Well,
they all had plenty of opportunity to vote someone onto or off of the council, but simply didn’t put in that effort. Maybe they should have
worked on their collective voter turnout.
It is very unfair to be critical of any current or
past city council member and label them as “not
representative” just because they don’t look like
one ethnic group or another. Running for office
is not easy or cheap. It requires an enormous
amount of personal time and energy. Everyone
who has had a seat on the council has made that
effort to do the work needed to get elected, and
I believe that whether or not we like them
equally, they have been willing to give our city
the time and effort to do their best to represent
everyone as much as possible.
So now we will end up with district voting,
whether the citizenship of Fullerton wants it or
not…because even if the majority votes this
down the battle will not be over…they will continue to sue until they get their way. How is that
democracy? We will end up with numerous
small districts, each working to benefit its own
voters… how does that help the city as a whole?
Who will keep this from becoming a quagmire
of competing interests? And who will ensure
that large interests are not favoring one area over
another?
Shame on all those groups that never bothered to be involved in the city you live in and
are now forcing Fullerton to make things easier
for you, rather than better for everyone.
Gretchen Cox Fullerton
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CITY COUNCIL NOTES

The City Council meets at 6:30pm
on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video
of council meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com. Meetings are broadcast live on Cable Ch 3
and rebroadcast at 3pm and 6pm the following Wed.
& Sun. and at 5pm Mon. City Hall is located
at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact Council at 714-738-6311 or by email to:
council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

SEPTEMBER 15 COUNCIL MEETING
(NEXT MEETING OCT 5)

Head Coach Ravi Perera with the Fullerton Rugby Lady Lions received recognition at City Council
for their recent silver medal in the California games. PHOTO CHI-CHUNG KEUNG COURTESY CITY OF FULLERTON

LADY LIONS RUGBY TEAM
The Lady Lions Rugby Team and their head coach
Ravi Perera were introduced and received council commendation at the September 15th meeting.

The team, which started at Golden Hill Elementary
15 years ago, is now one of top ten teams in the US.
After two consecutive gold medal years the team won a
silver medal at this year’s California games.

CERT MEMBERS HONORED story & PHOTO JERE GREENE
Members of Fullerton’s Community Emergency
Response Team were honored at the Sept. 15 council
meeting by the council and Fire Chief Knabe who commended them for the great volunteer work they do. The
16 members, dressed in their CERT uniforms, were
introduced and departing member Ken Stumpf was

thanked for his decades of service.
Working under the direction of the Fullerton Fire
department, these trained volunteers assist the city by
providing numerous hours in support of many events
each year. They provide fire watch patrols on the north
side of the city during the Fourth of July fireworks celebrations. They have
worked in the fire camps
during wild fires, and have
visited several large mobile
home parks to instruct residents when and how to
shut off the utilities in the
event of an emergency.
They are trained and ready
to help out in the event of a
disaster in our area.

New CERT Classes
New CERT training
classes will be held October
10, 17, and 24 from 8am to
5pm
at
the
City
Maintenance Yard on
Commonwealth. Interested
residents may apply for the
free disaster preparedness
classes at the main fire station on Commonwealth or
online.

•WATER UPDATE Public Works Director Don Hoppe
said the city continues to save water overall but there is still
need for improvement. The state will fine the city for
going over the goal and it will ask how many violations we
gave out to water wasters. There were 174 complaints of
water waste and two notices given out for non-compliance. This is because in order to issue a violation the city
has to see it happening. Generally, if you have a green lawn
you are not in compliance. We are about 4% under our
goal of 28% water conservation. (see related water info on
page 13)
Reporting Violations: In answer to a question from
Councilmember Flory, Director Hoppe encouraged residents to use the myfullerton app to report water wasters if
they are unwilling to speak to neighbors directly.
The Laguna Lake 50 gallon-a-minute
leak has been stabilized and reduced by
49.8%. Hoppe showed a bag of bentonite
and explained that the material may be
used to seal the bottom of the lake at 20%
of the cost of other methods such as draining the lake. He said the material (a solution suggested by a resident expert in water
issues in a prior council meeting) is sprinkled on the surface and sinks to the bottom creating a seal and seems to be effective. The company is available to spread
the bentonite in March or April. A possible $50,000 Metropolitan Water District
grant may be available to help with cost of
the fix.
Water to Put out the Fire: Two million
gallons of water were used to put out the
recent West Coyote Hills fire. The use will
be reported to the state and will not upset
our water goal.
Water Main Breaks: There were 7
recent water main breaks of older cast iron
pipes mostly in the north area of town.
The water pressure has been lowered in the
lines by 5% which may help, and infrastructure repair has been stepped up to fix
serious problem areas this year.
•An ANTI-HARASSMENT measure was passed requiring
an outside independent investigator be hired in the event
a harassment complaint is made against a councilmember
or council appointee unless the incident was one serious
enough to be sent to the OC District Attorney. 4-1
(Whitaker, no)
•SUNSET LANE TRAFFIC issues around the school were
sent to the Transportation and Circulation Committee for
review at the request of several public speakers.
•EUCILD TANK FARM CITY RESERVOIR UPGRADE costing
$647,000 was passed.
•FOX PARKING a request for projects was passed that
would provide a public parking structure at the back of the
Fox Theater and possibly other development. 5-0
•EAST WILSHIRE BIKE BLVD. is the first of three areas
that will be considered in a pilot project started last year
funded by a SCAG grant program. Temporary traffic circles at five locations were selected as traffic calming features to reduce the speed on the street to about 15 miles
per hour. The Bicycle Users Committee took a look at the
plan and suggested divertors at two locations to get traffic
off the street. After the first 6-week test period a second
test period will install divertors at the Balcom and Berkeley
intersections and traffic circles at three locations. Feedback
from neighbors was positive as no parking will be removed
and the speed on the road will make it safer for everyone
including bicyclists. Several neighbors came to council to
endorse the project. Mayor Sebourn recused himself early
in the item due to a business connection with the contractor. Mayor protem Fitzgerald took over the meeting. 4-0
(see Bike Notes page 12 for more information.)
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This is a map of the overall West Coyote Hills development plan which Chevron/Pacific Coast Homes hopes to have approved by the
City Planning Commission and Council. Details of the plan are said to be revealed at the October 14 information meeting.
Where water for the hundreds of new proposed homes will come from remains one of the unanswered questions.

Coyote Hills Proposal Update & Upcoming Meetings continued from frontpage
Planning Commission
Meetings on Chevron
Coyote Hills Proposal
•WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 7PM:
INFORMATION MEETING at Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth.
•THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 7PM:
PUBLIC HEARING at City Hall council chambers where the commission
will make its final recommendation
to the council on the plan.

An update on Coyote Hills was read
into the record by Mayor Sebourn at the
Sept. 15th council meeting. Details of the
plan, he said, would be posted on the city
website before the October 14 Planning
Commission study session.
The Mayor said, after two years of discussions between the city and
Chevron/Pacific Coast Homes, an agreement has been reached on a proposal to
immediately preserve more of West
Coyote Hills adjacent to the Bob Ward
Nature Preserve. Another part of the plan
provides an opportunity for others to
acquire additional property and even the
entire site, if funds can be raised. (No
details on cost per acre or timeframe to raise

DISTRICT ELECTION COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Before the public vote in Nov. 2016,
meetings with small groups will take place
in October, with larger public meetings
expected in Nov. 2015, to discuss and
draw up the boundary lines dividing the
city in up to six districts.
The meetings will be noticed well ahead
of time, according to demographer Dave
Healy, so that the public can take a look at
the district boundaries and provide input.
This public hearing portion of the Sept.
15 council meeting required translators in
Spanish and Korean for some audience
members and a few public speakers, as
required by the recent lawsuit settlement.
State law mandates that the city’s districts be of equal population and that race
not be a predominate factor said Healy.
There may be districts defining such areas
as “West Fullerton,” “Sunny Hills” or
other defined neighborhoods or communities. Healy will return to council with
an updated report in Dec. After the new
year a 2nd round of small group meetings
and larger public meetings will take place
afterwhich it is expected that districts will
be somewhat defined. The meetings will
be noticed by direct mailings to all households, and eblasts for those who sign up.
The majority of the public commenters,
(a few needing interpreters) urged the
council to be positive about the process.
Retired psychiatrist Peter Chang, a
Fullerton resident since 1980, said that
the Asian/Pacific population has increased
over the past 4 or 5 years and their concerns need to be heard.
Mario Villimea, a 20 year resident, representing the Richman Community spoke
through an interpreter. He said, “in the
past there have been councilmembers who
respected our neighborhood and listened
to our issues such as need for a community clinic, the streetlight at Valencia and
Highland, and better lighting of Richman
Park. However, that is no longer the case.
The current council has forgotten us.”
Speaking as the president of the OC
Soccer League and a former Valencia Task
Force member he gave examples. “Our
kids don’t benefit from the added lights
that we worked to get in the park because

the city gives field preferences to groups
other than ours. You have closed Richman
Community Center with no notice to the
community. None of you have responded.
We are also part of the city.”
Other speakers pointed out that neighboring Buena Park and Anaheim have
gone to the district voting system which is
supported by citizens; that the council
should reflect the population but, though
the population of Fullerton is 23% Asian,
there has been only one Asian representative in the history of the city and only two
Hispanics despite that population also
being large. “I have been very involved in
many groups around town,” said Arnel
Dino a 32 year resident. “Why can’t I run
and win a council seat? It is because it
costs up to $100,000 to run a citywide
campaign. That prices people in my district out. District voting is an idea whose
time has come,” he said.
Barbara Morrison, a resident since
1988, said “I applaud anyone who steps
up to serve, but this council does not
reflect this community. Neighborhood
representatives will be better.”
Sean Paden, who has run several unsuccessful council campaigns, disagreed saying that district voting will dilute the vote.
“Instead of getting to vote for 5 members
we will only get to vote for one councilmember in our own district. It will
leave those with deep pockets who want a
certain outcome in charge.”
Former
Fullerton
Mayor
and
Assemblymember Sharon Quirk-Silva
noted that the school districts are also
grappling with this decision. She urged
the council to move forward with the
process. “This is about neighborhood representation,” she said. “As a councilmember I instituted the neighborhood Walk &
Talk program where I visited a different
neighborhood every month. I can tell you
that each neighborhood has its particular
concerns. It is not about race but about
safety, maintenance, and other issues. This
will increase participation and make sure
everyone has a chance to be heard.”
Bobby Melendez, who grew up in the
Maple area and has been very active work-

the funds were disclosed.)
In return Chevron/PCH wants vested
approval of its building plan for the property. That approval, if granted, would
greatly increase the price per acre.
Although maps are posted on the city
website at www.cityoffullerton.com/westcoyotehills with an updated date of
9/17/2015, they are difficult to make out
online and no description or details of the
overall plan are provided.
Angela Lindstrom of Friends of Coyote
Hills (the group which successfully worked
to get Measure W on the ballot where voters
overturned the previous council’s approval of
Chevron’s original 760-home development
plan) made a statement at the council

meeting. She said, “It is the Friend’s mission to save all 510 acres of West Coyote
Hills. We have not yet seen the plan so we
are not ready to endorse it because of that.
But, we remain positive. We have received
a $1 million grant from the Myson
Foundation towards making it a success.
We are grateful to the council and
Chevron for coming up with a plan which
may make open space a reality in
Fullerton.”
Following the Planning Commission’s
October 14 and 22 meetings, it will make
its recommendation to the Council.
Interested residents may ask questions or
comment at any of the meetings and/or
by writing or emailing the city.

ing with the community and city on
many projects, encouraged the council to
embrace the district voting idea. “Since
2000 two council decisions have really
hurt our community,” he said. “Code
enforcement was authorized to target the
Richman/Valencia area to check for building permits. They invaded private property and scared the longterm older residents.
And today the Lemon Park murals lay in
waste despite community support to
refurbish them. If this community had
representation on the council the outcome may have been different.”
Kitty Jaramillo, a lifetime resident and
former city employee who has run unsuccessfully for a council seat, was one of the
plaintiffs in the lawsuit which brought on
the district voting idea. She is also a former City of Santa Ana employee where
there is district representation. “It really
works because if there are problems you
can go directly to the district and hear
concerns. Racial diversity is important to
me but more than that it is about representation. Most councilmembers come
from the northern portion of town.”
FSD teacher and Parks & Rec
Commissioner Jesus Silva said he had
lived in three different parts of town and
noticed that each has separate concerns.
Tony Package asked what happens to
sitting councilmembers if district representation is accepted in the 2016 vote and
was told that each councilmember will
serve out their current two-year term.
The great majority of speakers urged the
council to support the district process and
were told by Mayor Protem Fitzgerald

that the decision to put district elections
on the ballot was already made. “Everyone
will be able to weigh in on how boundaries are drawn and it is better that we do
it than a judge who doesn’t live here.”
Mayor Sebourn asked for a continuing
item on the agenda to update everyone on
district election activities.
Councilmember Flory said she had
lived half her life in Fullerton and was the
5th woman to serve on the council in 100
years and the 1st or 2nd female Planning
Commissioner. She noted that when
council wanted a member of southwest
Fullerton to sit on a committee they
couldn’t get anyone from the area to serve.
“I support it,” she said, “but some ethnic
groups just do not vote. People have to get
out and participate.”
Whitaker said, “one area often overlooked is diversity of opinion. A council
in lock-step is not a good thing.”
Chaffee asked how the meetings were
being publicized. City Manager Felz said
that “staff is working with attorneys to
ensure we cover the lawsuit settlement
including publicizing meetings.”
THE SESSION WAS CLOSED IN MEMORY OF
•Mike Maverick Blackstone (see tribute on
page 17 of the Mid-September Observer)
• George Kaihara, although born in
California, was sent as a teenager with his
family (and his wife-to-be Miko), and
other Japanese-Americans to Poston
internment camp in Arizona in 1942.
•Dan McKinley, son of former police chief
and councilmember Pat McKinley
and his wife Doris)
•Dennis Hittle (see tribute page 16)
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The DOWNTOWN Report
text & photos by Mike Ritto AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

Brick Basement owner Sheree
Meyers with Ines Duran
at the downtown store
decorated for Halloween.
Aimee Aul and Kelly Chidester arrange the historic Taking Flight exhibit.

What Once was Old Now is New
check out the new look of the lobby. Of
particular interest, mentioned here and in
our last issue, is the installation of a number of historic photos on the main lobby
wall. These photos and copy tell the story
of our airport, from the
earliest days of barnstorming in 1913. We
always have positive
feedback when we
include historic photos
here on page 6 so I
know many of you will
be interested in seeing
them, here is a peek but
you really should see
them in person.
At Left: New drought
landscaping at the airport.

Blast from
the Past
Maybe it was an announcement that next year might be his
last one broadcasting Dodger
games, but seemingly out of the
blue, a vintage radio was needed
in order to properly hear Vin
Scully wrap up the 2015 baseball season. Listening to AM
radio on anything ‘modern’ is a
joke, even my high-end receiver
at home just doesn’t cut it. Car
radios often buzz near power
lines and AM radio waves barely
get through the brick walls of
historic downtown buildings.
Help.
Ebay is good for a lot of things
but in the end there was proof
that ‘Shop Fullerton First’ is not
just a slogan. A quick trip to
The Brick Basement and I was
dialed in. There are always interesting items there but I thought
this might be a tough one. No
problem!
Carefully guarding this 1940’s
era Packard Bell wood and bakelite tube radio was an apparition,
aka a Halloween decoration.
Seen here with the working
radio are owner Sheree Meyers,
left, and Ines Duran. Thanks for
the help, mission accomplished!
All together now- Shop
Fullerton First.

2015

FOUNDERS DAY -PHOTOS JERE GREENE
MORE ON PAGE 14 & 18

Fullertonians found Founder’s Day fun and
filled with frivolity. First, the parade, a marchpast
of many colors rivaling the annual Schutzenfest,
the world’s longest parade. We can say that
because none of you know how long that parade
is, either in kilometers or in miles. In any case,
headed up by the perennially effervescent Grand
Marshalls, the one and only Phyllis Fender plus
members of the Chapman family, it really was
good to see the return of a long standing Fullerton
tradition. It’s a keeper.
For the Day of Music float, it is admittedly a
stretch to say the participants ‘marched’, it was
more like hooray we’re not directly behind the
horses but step lightly anyway kind of procession,
with most eyes on Sombrero Man. Some averted
their eyes but again, I said most, not all. Elvis, The
Dude and Rob Zombie were in full regalia.
Elvis was included in the
Dueling accordions? Kazoos? Of course.
Day
of Music float which
Hope you were there, if not, don’t miss our next
also
featured
a bevy of local
Day of Music and don’t miss the next Founder’s
a
huge
guitar and
musicians,
Day Parade, it’s good for you and they are both
giant
keyboard.
FREE!

If you have not been to our Fullerton
Municipal Airport lately, or ever, you
should stop by soon. It’s a fresh start at
the entry, with drought tolerant plants
and updated paint job. Head inside and
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OUR TOWN CROSSWORD

Fullerton Photo Quiz

“VROOM, VROOM” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

QUESTION:
The building in the far background in the photo below carries the name
of what famous Fullerton Family? Hint: Founder’s Day

Send your answer to Mike at AllMedia @sbcglobal.net

ACROSS

ANSWER TO LAST ISSUE’S QUESTION:
At which recently newsworthy local lake were helicopters
getting their water for drops on the 80 acre Risner fire (pictured below)?
Answer: Laguna Lake

1. Kind of ray
6. Song by the Village People
10. “__ on the back” (job well done)
14. French farewell
15. Hawaiian island
16. Kaplan of “Welcome Back, Kotter”
or Lopez of Raymond Elementary
17. *”Jack and Diane” singer
19. Chinese plucked string instrument
20. Northern Italian city on the Po
21. WWII conference site
22. ___ of the heart
26. Born, in bios
28. Roethlisberger of the Pittsburgh
Steelers or Lopez of the Fullerton Indians
29. Small donkeys
30. Run into
31. Approx.
32. Helmeted alien species from
“Star Trek”
33. An exaggerated number

DOWN
1. Capt.’s superior
2. “Much ___ About Nothing”
3. Gov’t biomedical research facility
4. Perfect rating
5. Sell to the highest bidder
6. Not mine
7. Crèche trio
8. Directed toward
9. Gold: prefix
10. Site of the Taj Mahal
11. *He played the High Septon
on “Game of Thrones”
12. Lets up
13. Renter
18. Not theirs
21. Himalayan legend
22. “Dancing Queen” group
23. Animal coats
24. *”Slumdog Millionaire” actress
25. Boxing venue
27. Snaky swimmers

35. X ___ xylophone
36. Offspring of donkeys and horses
37. Tahiti airport code
40. Tried, in a superficial way
42. Loses color
43. Chicken ___ king
45. Den
46. Edible pickled flower buds
47. Spending limit
48. Play for a sap
49. Blissful, as in days
50. Nimble
52. Blast
54. Ice cream holder
55. Grave markers
60. Smidgen
61. Actress Hathaway
62. Put off, as a motion
63. Auth. unknown
64. Russian emperor
65. Wipe clean

30. Distance runner
33. *”Defiance” actress
34. How many type
36. New corp. hires
38. Dynamic start
39. Part of N.A.A.C.P.
41. With 44-Down, a Brooke Shields
film with “The”
42. A range of colors
43. Street or elementary school name
in Fullerton
44. See 41-Down
46. What the last names of each
starred answers are
49. “SNL” alum Bill
51. Like Jack Sprat’s diet
53. Actress Turner
55. Stetson, e.g.
56. Crew need
57. Lakers org.
58. Chicago trains
59. “Understand?”
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The 24,384 square foot building on a 1.87 acre lot with parking and even a
bit of outdoor green space is located in an industrial park on N. Kraemer Place
in Anaheim bordered by the 91 Freeway and onramp.
A shady tree in front of the 1000 N. Kreamer Place industrial park location
that is expected to open in summer of 2016 as a 24-hour year-round
multi-service homeless shelter. PHOTO JERE GREENE

as a result, she is now housed and receiving services. Sometimes enforcement
pushes people out of their comfort zone.
In the past that woman had a number of
warrants, had failed to appear in court,
us. We try to get them into services. Our and refused offers of assistance. But now,
job is a quality of life job. The job is to a year later, she has a home and is doing
reduce problems homelessness may cause. okay.”
McCaskill said that “Less that ten per
But,” he said, “there is not enough mental
cent
of my contacts are arrested, yet 90%
health assistance, not enough recovery
are
doing
something illegal. We try hard
facilities, and not enough rehanot to use enforcement.
bilitation facilities.”
We
have a responsibility
McCaskill said, “A shelter “Calls for services
to
make
sure people are
may start a person on the road
regarding
We
once used
okay.
to recovery. Even temporary
enforcement
to
get somethe
homeless
shelter can get someone into
one
into
the
hospital.”
services. I would hope for a
have tripled
Supervisor Nelson cited
social services increase with a
in the
ten
years of close knowlshelter.”
past
10
years.”
edge
of homelessness
Stephan Baxter, identifying
because
he had lived at
-H
OMELESS
L
IAISON
himself as a homeless advocate,
O
FFICER
M
C
C
ASKILL
1854
West
Avenue, near
told of a woman who was
the
Fullerton
Armory
arrested for sleeping on a bench
which
operates
as a
at the transportation center,
homeless
shelter
for
about
five
months
and asked why Fullerton had made homelessness a crime, at the cost of $132 a day each year.
“People would be queuing up by 4pm
in jail.
to
get
in. Then they had to be out by 6am
McCaskill replied, “It seem harsh, but
and that activity created some concern in
the neighborhood,” said Nelson. “There
are demagogs willing to sabotage any
efforts to find solutions. There’s a stateOrange, Fullerton, and Placentia police
ment unique to talking about homelessdepartments that identifies the best pracness: ‘I care about homelessness, and we
tices in the operation of a homeless service
should do something, but...’.
center and shelter.
“The Kramer Place site is pretty isolat•OCTOBER 10 AT 9AM-12PM: ed,” he noted, “no transportation, bor101
at
Hope dered by a strip club, the Santa Ana River,
HOMELESSNESS
International
University
Pacific and the 91 freeway. The homeless deserve
Auditorium, 2500 E. Nutwood Ave., better,” he said. “We let these people
Fullerton. Topics covered include under- down.”
standing homelessness, mental health,
As an example, Nelson cited a location
and best practices when wanting to help. at the 91 freeway and Harbor Blvd. that
There will be a question and answer time had been proposed as a site for a shelter.
with panelists at the end of the program. “Transportation and a public library
The session is co-sponsored by Future in would have been readily accessible,” he
Humanity, Pathways of Hope, Coast to said, “but the Anaheim city council killed
Coast Foundation, Career Wise, and the that location.” (ED: The Anaheim council
Fullerton Police Department.
voted against the location after strong oppo-

Year-Round Homeless Shelter on Horizon
continued from frontpage
The speakers who provided the information were Officer Michael McCaskill;
Maria Mazzenga Avellaneda, executive
director of Pathways of Hope, a local nonprofit organization providing housing and
other assistance to people in need; Shawn
Nelson, member of the Orange County
Board of Supervisors; and Sharon QuirkSilva, former city councilwoman, mayor
and state assembly-woman.
Josh Newman, a member of NUFF,
moderated the panel and guided questions from among the 200 people attending including a number of homeless persons. Betsy Gibbs, chair of NUFF, introduced the program.
“Calls for services regarding the homeless have tripled in the last 10 years,” said
Officer McCaskill. “We engage with the
chronically homeless people not quite
ready to get off the streets. Four days a
week, a mental health person works with

Public Meetings on Homelessness
•SEPTEMBER 30 AT 5:30PM: KRAEMER
COMMUNITY FORUM at Eastside Christian
Church, 3330 E. Miraloma Ave,
Anaheim. A community forum conducted by the County of Orange will be structured to give residents, businesses and
other interested stakeholders the opportunity to receive additional details on the
County’s homeless shelter plan for 1000
N. Kraemer Place in Anaheim. The public is invited to ask questions and submit
comments after the panel discussion. No
formal action will be taken at the meeting
but the panel will present an operations
and public safety plan presented by representatives of the Commission to End
Homelessness and the Anaheim Police
Department in consultation with the

OC CONSERVATION CORPS NEWS
The non-profit Orange County
Conservation Corps is located in
Anaheim but serves all of Orange County.
It was founded in 1993 as part of the
Anaheim anti-gang task force. The organization offers employment and educational programs to disadvantaged at-risk
young adults ages 18 to 25.
Members earn a living at an environmentally-based job while learning valuable employment skills and/or attending
the on-site charter school to earn their
high school diploma. All services are free.
The OCCC is affiliated with the CA
Association of Local Conservation Corps
and other organizations with funding by
the CA Dept of Conservation, grants, and
individual and corporate contributions.

Youth Employment
Learn more about OCCC and its youth
employment programs at www.hireyouth.org or by calling 714-956-6222.

Education Program
Are you 18 – 25 years old and need to
finish your high school diploma? Earn a
real high school diploma with quality
instruction from certified teachers. Also
math and reading skill building, online
component and parenting and personal
finance classes available. Call the Orange
County Conservation Corps Charter
School and change your life today. Now
enrolling for fall 2015 semester. All services are free! Call 714-956-6222 Ext. 211 or
234.

Adopt A Channel Program
OC Public Works operates and maintains more than 350 miles of regional
flood control channels in Orange County.
These channels provide a vital service protecting life and property by conveying
stormwater runoff to prevent flooding of
nearby communities. Along with controlling stormwater runoff, these channels
also collect trash and debris and are subject to graffiti.
The main objectives of the Adopt A
Channel Program are to improve the
physical appearance of these channels and
to increase awareness and commitment to
keep our channels, creeks, bays and ocean
clean. Adoption provides community
stewardship for these important resources
and, in return, adopters are recognized for

sition from a nearby school and neighbors.)
A recurring theme of the panelists was
that options are needed for helping the
homeless people of the community.
Nelson and McCaskill spoke of the essential partnership between public resources
and private organizations such as
Pathways of Hope.
“We could not do our jobs without the
non-profits, It is a wonderful collaboration,” said McCaskill. “My job is to make
you safer. If you can connect homeless
people with services, it can change their
life.”
Avellaneda pointed out that her organization, originally called FIES (Fullerton
Interfaith Emergency Services), was started by citizens who saw a need, and who
began just giving out food from the back
of their cars.
“We work to become a stronger community,” she said. “We help by providing
a temporary place to people who need a
break, need to take a breath. We help
them get a permanent place and jobs in
order to maintain that place.”
A questioner (this reporter) asked about
an encounter with a group of young men
hanging out at a bus stop, who the bus
driver identified as being homeless and
there all the time. Avellaneda said there is
a program for 18 to 24 year old homeless
persons.
Nelson said the county has spent $78
million on homeless issues. “The county
needs a plan. The shelter is a start, not a
finish.” He went on to advocate that
when the aging population leave apartment buildings to charities, the apartments should not be sold for the cash but
instead used to house homeless persons.
In the milling about after the program
ended, a young man spoke of the Civilian
Conservation Corps which he said once
upon a time gave productive work to idle
youth. “Whatever became of the CCC,”
he mused. (ED: The organization still
exists. See article “OC Conservation Corps
News” on this page.)
their contributions through signage and
other means. Call Kacen Clapper at 714955-0677 or Kimberly Buss at 714-9550675 at OC Public Works.

Recycling Program
OCCC operates a free to the customer
recycling service (Call George Patino at
714-956-6222 ext, 220).

BBQ Fundraiser
Come join us for a BBQ, auction and
Innovation in Environmental Stewardship
Awards to benefit the OCCC programs
on Nov. 8 at the Heritage Museum of OC
in Santa Ana. For more information call
Jennifer Matas at (714) 956-6222 ext.
301 or email jmatas@hireyouth.org.
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OBSERVERS AROUND THE WORLD

The Friends of Jazz OctoberFest fundraiser is coming up on Oct. 25.

Friends of Jazz 4th Grade Music Program
by Judi McDuff
The Friends of Jazz Fourth Grade
Improv Program consists of two 10-week
semesters of instruction offered free to
schools in the Fullerton Elementary
School District. Friends of Jazz conducts
about 30 classes per semester, last year
serving 1,400 students. The group provides and pays for instruments, music
books, and professional musicians to
teach the students. The program has been
offered for the last eleven years.
Title I schools receive priority requests.
These students have the most to gain from
the program because of their limited
access to music programs.
All students in the program receive a
recorder (flute) and a music book free and
can keep their instruments and books.
Students learn to read and play music during the classes and also to improvise their
own little melodies.
The music of Ella, Satchmo, The Duke,
and Count Basie are played for inspiration
and to show students the fun of making
music in the hope that they will want to
join the band in the fifth grade. At the end
of the 10 weeks, students perform a concert for parents, teachers and other students (usually third graders, i.e., next
year’s class) to demonstrate what they’ve

learned about playing and performing
music.
More than 10,000 students have
learned to play a recorder and read music
in the Fourth-Grade Improv program.
Assessment of this successful program is
by observation, participation of the students in the program and many positive
letters and phone calls from parents,
schools and the audiences.
Studies have shown that learning and
playing musical instruments, beginning at
the elementary school level, can increase
academic abilities and make positive
behavioral changes in students, especially
in the area of self-esteem. The district provides band in the fifth and sixth grades
through the All the Arts for All the Kids
program for students who wish to continue their musical studies.
The Friends of Jazz Octoberfest
fundraiser will be held at the Fullerton
Elks Club on Sunday October 25 from
5pm to 9pm. Tickets for the event are $60
and include dinner, dancing and a no-host
bar. RSVP by calling 714-871-6342.
For more information on the non-profit Friends of Jazz music programs in the
schools, music scholarships and fun
fundraising events to support the activities
visit www.friendsofjazzinc.com.

Free OLLI-CSUF Retirement Boot Camp
A free Retirement Boot Camp at Cal
State Fullerton on Saturday, Oct. 10 will
reveal the secret of “Energizing Your
Retirement.” The 8:45am to 3pm workshop at the Ruby Gerontology Center on
campus is presented by CSUF and OLLI
(Osher Lifelong Learning Institute).
The keynote speaker is Psychology professor Barbra Cherry. Other topics and
presenters include:
•“Staying Healthy in Retirement” –
Nicole Garcia, M.D
•“Identity Theft and Fraud” – Corporal
Jose Rosales, CSUF Police
•“Maintaining and Enhancing Social

Connections” – Laura Zettel-Watson,
associate professor of Psychology
•“Making the Transition – Spending
Your Money Wisely in Retirement” –
Danielle Blunt, CFP
•“Long Term Care” – Stan Brock, public information officer, Council on Aging
– Orange County
•“Lessons Learned in Retirement” –
Kathryn Cozza, moderator, along with
other OLLI members
Refreshments include a free light lunch.
Free but reservations are required. To
RSVP or for more info call 657.278.2446.
or visit www.olli.fullerton.edu.

Veronica, Ilse, Blanca & Irma in Philadelphia
Fullerton residents Veronica Segura, Ilse Miranda, Blanca Garcia, and Irma Ramos
attended the NeighborWorks America Training Institute in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Woodcrest neighborhood leaders work with Habitat OC and NeighborWorks.

Habitat 4 Humanity Building
Homes & Strong Communities
by Shannon Benson

Revitalization Manager for Habitat for
Humanity of Orange County. “The resiWhile Habitat OC is widely known for
dents have taken pride in their communithe construction of affordable housing, it
ty by striving to support the community
also builds stronger communities through
as a whole and contributing to improving
its Neighborhood Revitalization program.
the quality of life of their neighbors.”
Recently Habitat OC was awarded a
During the week of training, the four
$250,000 grant from Lowe’s Home
Woodcrest residents shared experiences
Improvement to help revitalize
with other community resident
the Woodcrest neighborhood in
leaders
from around the country
“We have
Fullerton.
Habitat’s
and
learned
from each other’s
Neighborhood Revitalization never before
stories. They also learned practicommunity development in
felt part
cal skills, such as meeting facilipartnership
with
of this
tation and team building exerNeighborWorks
OC’s community
cises, to bring back to their
Community Building Program,
weekly
Woodcrest
as deeply
harnesses the energy of residents,
Neighborhood
meetings.
as we do
empowering them to take the
Reinvigorated by the NTI
now.”
lead in improving their own
experience, Ilse Miranda said she
neighborhoods in the areas of
BLANCA GARCIA now sees the importance of takeducation, health, safety, coming on a leadership role in her
munity engagement and more.
community and recognizes how every resWith the support of the Lowe’s grant,
ident serves a purpose in creating a thrivFullerton residents Ilse Miranda, Blanca
ing community. “We have never before
Garcia, Irma Ramos and Veronica Segura
felt part of this community as deeply as
attended the NeighborWorks America
we do now,” agreed fellow attendee Blanca
National Training Institute (NTI) in
Garcia.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania this summer.
Learn more about Habitat for
This was a first for all of them to travel
Humanity of OC’s programs by calling
this far.
(714) 434-6200 ext. 212 or visiting
The training focused on leadership
www.HabitatOC.org/NeighborhoodRevi
development and empowering communitalization.
ty members to make positive impact within their neighborhood. Topics covered
PORTAL LANGUAGES
include the role of women in transforming communities, transforming conflict
FULLERTON
into action, using diversity to build unity,
14 DIFFERENT LANGUAGES TAUGHT
exploring pathways to self-reliant commu110 E. Wilshire Ave. Suite 500,
nities by building on assets, and community engagement.
(at Harbor) Downtown Fullerton
“The Neighborhood Revitalization pro714-499-2311
gram has created resident leaders,” said
portallanguages.com/fullerton
Leonel
Talavera,
Neighborhood
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EDUCATION NEWS

HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
by Vivien Moreno
The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
meets at 7:30pm on the 2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month
at district headquarters, 1051 W. Bastanchury Rd., Fullerton
714-870-2800. See the agenda at www.fjuhsd.net
SEPTEMBER 21 FJUHSD BOARD MEETING
Next Meeting October 5 at 7:30pm
This report reflects recent FJUHS District
news. Some of this information was shared
at the September 21st Board meeting, but
some has come from other public meetings.

TECHNOLOGY
At the parent update meeting earlier
this year new Superintendent Dr.
Scambray announced plans to install
expanded wireless technology infrastructure at all of the district’s comprehensive
high school sites. It sounds like it will be a
two phase installation, with the first phase
being implemented immediately and the
second phase occurring before the beginning of next academic year. This access
will give teachers and school sites the
option to utilize wireless technologies as
they deem appropriate. The trustees have
spent over 3 years examining the safety of
wireless installations, and after extensive
discussion and research they have agreed
to go forward.
Teachers from all seven high school
sites made a technology presentation to
the trustees at the September 21st board
meeting. The demonstrations utilized
both iPads and Chromebooks and ranged
from teacher-only applications to interactive student activities in mathematics,
English language and social sciences.
Teachers utilized interactive White
Boards, interactive independent study
applications, and formative assessment
models (formative assessment allows for
both teachers and students to get
informed on their academic progress in
real time so that teaching modifications
can be made quickly if needed). The
examples revealed a wide range of applications, a ton of creativity and obvious
examples of both student and teacher
engagement.
The district offers ever increasing
opportunities for teachers to become

engaged in technology and more teachers
are participating every semester. But,
without a clear districtwide parameter on
technological devices and educational
goals, there is a lack of overall clarity to
guide teachers’ exploration and implementation. Setting these guidelines would
allow for teachers to write grants for the
same devices (allowing for basic consistency), add additional technology personnel
and support, provide for more consistent
wireless availability, and provide regular
times for teachers to share creative solutions as well as updating and reviewing
educational goals.

BOND UPDATE
The board moved towards the first
issuance of approximately $43 million of
General Obligation Bonds. Bonds are
issued in groups rather than all at once
because the bond covers a 7 year span and
since the amount of money is determined
by property values there is a good chance
that over time our property values will rise
and the district will be able to issue additional bonds.
The district only wants to sell an
amount that covers the projects they can
responsibly undertake over a specific
timeline. If they end up with large
reserves, then the district may face fiscal
penalties. The bond projects that were
approved to go forward on the consent
calendar included the new “mini master”
plan being developed for the new placement of the Troy High School Pool, an
erosion abatement project at Sunny Hills
High School, and the Plummer
Auditorium seismic mitigation design.
The rebuilding of backstops at 3 school
sites and the second phase of the SHHS
pool construction were both pulled from
the consent calendar for district fiscal revisions and review.

Teen & Parent Workshop
8am-1pm • Saturday, October 17
MARIJUANA, SOCIAL MEDIA, CYBER SAFETY, ENERGY DRINKS, VAPES

FULLERTON COMMUNITY CENTER, 340 W. Commonwealth
Free but RSVP required by Oct. 9 to 714-738-3147
Presented by the Fullerton Police Department and supported by the Fullerton School
District, NCADDOC, Fullerton Parks & Recreation & OC Sheriff Department.

Kids Rule!
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by Francine Vudoti

Crazy About Video Games!
Video games are super
addicting. It’s so addicting
that it is hard to take your
eyes off it. I know you may
have known about this
before, but I want to tell
you more information that
will help you for the rest of
your life!
Playing games for a long
time can hurt your eyes. It
can make you lazy, too.
You forget to do other
things like helping with
chores at home. When
your parents ask you to do
something, they get upset
because you couldn’t leave
your game.
Well, I am not saying
that playing video games is
bad. It becomes bad only if you play bad
games, like violent games, or you play
for a long time. In general, I think playing video games is so much fun especially for kids. In order to enjoy video
games and still stay on the good side,
here are some things you need to do:
1) Pick video games that are educational such as Math Vs Zombie. This
game helps me learn addition, subtraction, multiplication, division. It also
helps me think faster because if I think
too slow, the monster would eat me.
2) Sometimes, playing educational
games can be tiring. You can also pick a
game just for fun. I used to like
Minecraft a lot. Right now, my favorite
is Agar.io.
3) Always check with your parents
first before downloading or playing a
new game. One time, I forgot to check
with my parents. I played a game called
Pixel Gun. It is an online game that
allows you to chat with other kids while
playing online. I told my mom that
some kids are using bad words. We
decided that I won’t be playing that
game anymore. My mom reminded me
that I should always check first with her

or dad before I play any online game.
She also told me that it is not safe to play
online and interact with strangers
online.
4) Use a timer when playing video
games and when the timer rings, don’t be
too weak to stop playing. Be strong. It’s
hard for me, too, so don’t worry because
I know how it feels.
5) When you want to play video
games for fun, do it when you need to
rest such as after doing your homework
or after helping in the chores at home.
Do not play right after you wake up. It
will make you lazy. My parents let me
do many other things first before I can
play video games for fun like reading a
book, playing in the park, playing music
on the piano.
If you follow these pointers then you’ll
have fun with your games and have a
happy life, too, because you know that
you are doing things the right way.
Francine is a local
9-year-old student who
enjoys writing, video games,
playing piano and composing music and playing with
friends and family.

OktoBOOfest & Last Day of Downtown Market
Celebrate OktoBOOfest in downtown
Fullerton on the last day of the 2015
Fullerton Market season on Thursday,
October 29. Located at the Downtown
Fullerton Plaza and Wilshire Avenue, an
array of fun fall festivities along with food
vendors, fresh produce, crafts vendors and
a pre-decorated pumpkin contest will
cheer the hearts of the young and old.
Kids can enjoy costume parades at 5pm
and 6:45pm, free seasonal arts and crafts,
pre-decorated pumpkin contest (bring
your own creation), trick-or-treating at
vendor booths, activities and more. There
will also be fresh produce vendors, hot

food, handmade craft vendors, beer and
wine garden and activities for the kids.
The Beer and Wine Garden will be
open with all proceeds going toward
exhibits and educational programs at the
Fullerton Museum Center. German
import beer will be served in celebration
of Oktoberfest.
Bubba and the Big Bad Blues will be
closing out the season from 6:30-8:30pm
Admission is free. For more information
contact the Fullerton Museum Center at
(714) 738-6545 or online at City’s homepage at www.cityoffullerton.com.

REGISTRATION
IS NOW OPEN!
• INDOOR & OUTDOOR LESSONS
• PRE-COMPETITIVE CLASSES
• WATER POLO SKILLS CLASSES
• PARENT & TOT LESSONS
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VIDEO OBSERVER
by Emerson Little

Speeding South
on the Locomotive
Once again, like many other Fullerton residents, I received
another flyer for a free Metrolink trip. Don’t mistake this flyer
for another annoying ad because this gives you the opportunity to ride the train either north, to Los Angeles and Union
Station, or as far south as Oceanside. After taking the train
northbound earlier in the summer, this month my family
decided to travel south towards Mission San Juan Capistrano
and San Clemente. Using my Panasonic DMC-FZ70 camera,
I recorded and photographed my southbound excursion to
show Fullerton residents how they can use their free passes.
My family drove to the Fullerton train station, where we
boarded the departing train, along with others who were probably taking advantage of Metrolink’s ten dollar weekend deal.
We sat on the upper level of the passenger car and watched as
the train left Fullerton. Several minutes later, we moved into
Anaheim’s newly designed train station, or ARTIC (Anaheim
Regional Transportation Intermodel Center), with its futuristic
dome that’s visible from the 57 freeway. Inside the dome, visitors can look up at the ceiling and see the multi-colored lights
flashing above them. Escalators and elevators take people down
to the ground floor, where ticket booths, a shop and café are
located.
We sped away from the ARTIC station and waited until the
San Juan Capistrano stop, which drops train-goers off at the
historic district. Just a walk away from the train station is the
San Juan Capistrano mission, a historic landmark. After paying
the entry fee, I entered with my family. Audio sets are available
on request. I would personally recommend listening to the
swallow song. The statue of Junipero Serra stands in front of
the Great Stone Church, which was destroyed in a massive
earthquake and now stands as a ruin. Walking around the
Great Stone Church, visitors will run into the graveyard, which
has a large cross that stands in the middle of the cemetery. Next
to the graveyard is a small courtyard that makes for a great
photo opportunity and gives everybody a look at the mission
bells. There is also a larger courtyard with a rose garden not too
far away, where weddings and other occasions are held. Around
the mission are fountains that house koi fish, but the largest
fountain is in the center of the courtyard.
After strolling through the gift shop, my family exited the
mission and went across the train tracks to the Los Rios
District, which is the oldest street in Orange County. On the
main road, pedestrians are able to visit little stores and restaurants located in historic buildings. There’s even a park for people to walk around and look at drought resistant plants. Off the
main road, there’s a petting zoo for the kids and a nursery for
moms who love flowers.
We were back on the Metrolink after shopping around the
historic district. Our next stop was the San Clemente pier. On
the ride over, we looked out the window at the ocean and beach
on our right hand side. That was one of the warmer days, so
the San Clemente shore was quite crowded. By that time, it was
around mid-afternoon and time for lunch. We ended up eating
at a pretty decent seafood restaurant located at the beginning
of the pier. They gave people a choice between lots of items on
the menu. I had a tough time deciding between white New
England clam chowder and the specially made red clam chowder, eventually choosing the delicious white chowder. After
lunch, my family walked to the end of the pier, where fisher-

men had set up their nets and poles to try to catch fresh
fish out of the sea. We could see the beach and train
tracks from where we were standing on the pier. The
beach was wildly popular on that hot day.
There are two Metrolink stops in San Clemente. We
got off at the second station, which is conveniently
located next to the beach, boardwalk, and pier. This is a
popular destination for beach-goers and has a variety of
restaurants and shops. If you are considering stopping
here, you should do so soon though because according
to The OC Register, the San Clemente City Council is
considering shutting this station down.
Leaving San Clemente behind, my family boarded
the train and rested all the way back to the Fullerton
train station. As the train came to a stop in Fullerton,
we hopped off and walked across the towering bridge
that leads over the train tracks to watch our train
depart. On my walk back to the parking structure, I
noticed people eating at the small Santa Fe café. We
passed over the bridge that stands above Harbor Blvd.
and leads to the concrete parking structure.
Back at home by my computer, I edited all my
footage into a video using my Sony Movie Studio program and uploaded it to YouTube. The easiest way to
see what I made is by visiting the Fullerton Observer’s
official website, clicking on the latest issue, scrolling
down to this column and clicking on the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQ2ulvpyE8A.

Above: The Metrolink from Fullerton arrives
at the San Clemente Pier.
Below: Fullerton residents can take the train
south to San Juan Capistrano.

A SMILE’S POSITIVE EFFECTS
If you feel so self-conscious about your pencil between the teeth) produces the
teeth that you stifle your smile, you owe same positive effect as smiling itself.
it to yourself to visit the dentist. Not only
According to the American Academy
does necessary remedial dental care make of Cosmetic Dentistry, 96 percent of
you more attractive to others, it can also American adults believe an attractive
actually make you happier. Recent smile makes a person more appealing.
research into the mind-body connection
Let us help you to achieve a brilliant
has led to the discovery that the simple smile. Our dental team is in the forefront
act of smiling sends a message to the of promoting good oral hygiene, elimibrain that lets it know that you are nating periodontal (gum) disease and
happy. In response, the brain releases scheduling regular professional cleanings
“endorphins,” which are chemicals that that are essential to excellent dental
produce feelings of euphoria. So strong is health. We provide a professional dental
this cause and effect that merely imitat- exam to detect and address any existing
ing the act of smiling (by clenching a or imminent oral health problems.
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BIKE NOTES
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READER QUESTIONS TO CITY
The following reader questions have been passed on to the city by the Observer.

UN-ANSWERED SO FAR

A working Bike Blvd. in Berkeley, California, where bikes
share the road with vehicles at reduced speeds.

•CAPTURING RAINWATER. How does
our area capture rainwater and keep it
from just running off into the ocean?
•WHAT’S FRACKING FULLERTON?: Why
has it been so difficult to get the answer to
that question? Councilmember Chaffee
has repeatedly asked for a fellow councilmember to join him in asking for a
report on what fracking/acidizing/wastewater injection is being done in Fullerton.
It takes two councilmembers (or just the
mayor) to get an item on the agenda and
so far no other councilmember or the
mayor has stepped up. Questions include:
•How much water is being used for such
operations and where is that water coming
from? •What chemicals are being used?
Acidizing, water flooding, and other

Test Ride the Wilshire Bike Blvd.
by Jane Rands

will also allow for non-stop east/west
through traffic with a stop sign for northThe East Wilshire Avenue Bicycle
bound traffic on Lawrence only.
Boulevard trial run will begin this month
The second mockup will replace the
and continue through to December. The
traffic circles in the first mockup at
Fullerton City Council approved two
Balcom and Berkeley with traffic diverters
similar traffic calming designs, each to be
that only allow cyclists to continue
tested for a six week period. The results of
through along Wilshire.
the test will determine a set of standards
Cars will be directed to turn either
for implementation of a bicycle boulevard
north or south at Balcom and Berkeley
on E. Wilshire and elsewhere in Fullerton.
where drivers can enter Chapman or
The IBI Group was conCommonwealth at signalized
tracted by the City to design
intersections. Diverters will
the bicycle-friendly street
reduce through-travel by cars
using grant funding. The
along Wilshire and encourage
intent of adding traffic calmmore car trips to be planed
ing devices to the street is to
using the wider and faster parallow “near continuous bicyallel streets, Chapman or
cle travel” and improve bicyCommon-wealth, instead of E.
clist and pedestrian safety as
Wilshire Ave.
a means of encouraging
After the trial period, the
more bicycling and walking.
Learn more
stanchions and markings will
But slowing traffic and
about the
be removed. IBI will present
reducing through traffic in
Bicycle Blvd. the results of the test and prothis lovely historic, treepose a plan for implementation
trial-run
lined neighborhood is also a
by attending of the E. Wilshire Bike Blvd. to
benefit to the people who
the
Bicycle
Users
the meeting
live on Wilshire even if they
Subcommittee and to the City
don’t ride a bike.
October 12
Council. If all goes well, the
The first mockup will
at 6:30pm
next step will be adding the
include five traffic circles
at the Fullerton street improvement to the list
along E. Wilshire; one at
Public Library. of Capital Improvement
Pomona, Balcom, Berkeley,
Projects (CIP). The City
Lincoln, and Annin (east of
Council has already approved
Raymond). Stop signs on
funding to install a signal at E. Wilshire
these north/south cross streets will give
and Raymond.
preference to bicyclists and drivers travelTo learn more about the bicycle bouleing along Wilshire where they will continvard trial run this fall, attend the October
ue through the traffic circle without stop12 meeting at 6:30pm at the Fullerton
ping except to yield to cars already in the
Public Library, 353 W. Commonwealth.
traffic circle.
I'll see you soon riding on East Wilshire
The three-way intersection at Lawrence
Avenue.

2015

fracking-related operations in Fullerton
have primarily been conducted on land
leased by Chevron to Brietburn.
•MOUNTAIN VIEW LEAK: The city solution for curing an ongoing leak of water
seeping from Mountain View Park was to
divert the water to french drains beneath
the park located across from the Summit
House Restaurant on Bastanchary and St.
College. But where is that water going
now? What is in the water constantly
leaking underground but now unseen?
The contractor hired by the city could not
come up with a definitive answer but said
it was either from oil operations or from
an artisan well source. Are we allowing oil
operations to slowly poison our water?
•SAVING WATER BY BUILDING? How
does the city save water by approving new
housing units?

Answered: Library Solar Panel Update
Just as the $10 million expansion of the
Main Library was wrapping up in 2011
the sub-project construction of a photovoltaic system to capture solar power and
help cut energy costs for the library began.
The solar project was funded through
an Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant from the US Department of
Energy, which was part of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
The system, once installed in the main
library parking lot on top of a steel parking shade structure, was expected to generate about 11% of the library’s total yearly energy use translating to a savings of
between $10,000 and $15,000 per year.
The project included installation of a
small touch screen to show the amount of
power being generated.
The federal grant paid $596,100 toward
the total cost of $676,100 which included
design, testing, inspection, project man-
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agement and contingencies. AAA Solar
Electric Inc., of Anaheim won the installation contract with the lowest bid coming in at $447,680.
In addition, the project was a recipient
of the California Solar Initiative that provides incentives for photovoltaic installation. Staff was able to secure the
Performance Based Incentive (PBI) rates
for the library solar project at $0.19 per
kWh, with the total reserved incentive
amount of $75,266 to be paid to the city
over a five-year period.
The system was completed and began
operating in February of 2012.
At present the system generates about
6,970 kWh monthly or 83,640 kWh
annually. This offsets the library’s current
monthly energy usage of about 85,826
kWh. The system provides approximately
a free month’s worth of energy per year
painlessly.
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used to seeing green over the past 20
years, now this.”
“Don’t worry,” said Jose, “you did the
right thing. Go ahead and decide on the
stepping stones; I will go pick them up.”
by S. Dang
Ah! Stepping stones! I looked at Lowe’s
and Home Depot, but they only had the
link to “Turf Removal,” which had clear simple, squared, cement or brick.
instructions about what would qualify for
Jose said he could lay them in the diathe rebate, how to measure and calculate mond shape, and they would look nice. I
the square footage, how to take pictures, asked him if he knew a place that had
etc., and a link to “SoCal Water$mart” for rounded stones.
“Yes,” he said,
application.
“Thompson
Building
I filled out the application on
Materials in Orange.”
I looked at
May 12 but then received the bad
I hopped on the
the bare dirt and
news that the district had run out
Internet to find the phone
wondered
of money. We would have to wait
number and address of
if I had
for the state to refund the project.
Thompson’s, and then
made the
Fortunately, that happened soonhopped in the car,
er than expected and more
because they told me
right decision.
money was available a few days
“Don’t worry,” there were several sizes
later.
said Jose, “you and colors. Most imporOur application was approved
tantly, I had to be there in
did the right
on June 30. The district gave us
person to pay for the
thing.
until October 28 to complete the
stones as they wouldn’t
project. The time span was gentake credit card informaerous and my plan was simple:
tion over the phone.
remove grass, lay down stepping stones
I bought 50 pieces of 15-inch diameter
and weed blockers, plant drought tolerant stepping stones; Exposed Aggregated
plants, spread mulches, and done.
Round, Natural Color (long name!).
I paid my contractor Jose, whom I have
Jose and his men laid them down 10
known for over 15 years, to remove the inches apart to make a walkway in the
grass. The stubborn St. Augustin grass yard. My family and I went to Lowe’s and
was thick. It was hard to remove even bought 19 pots of Lantana (that’s all they
with the sod cutter. Jose capped all the had left) with pink/yellow flowers. We
sprinklers, and installed two hose bibbs. spread them around the yard to make it
As he and his employees finished up the less empty. While we stood in line to pay
job, I stood there looking at the bare dirt for the plants, a lady told us that there is a
wondering if I had made the right deci- nursery on La Palma near Buena Park
sion.
Mall which sells flower pots at reasonable
Jose asked me “How are you? You look prices. To finish our plan we still needed
worried.” “Yes, I am worried. I have been the succulents so we traveled to the nursery on La Palma and bought 30 succulents.
Realizing the stepping stones were a little too far from each other, I wanted to

We removed our beautiful, but water guzzling, green lawn above and replaced it with a
colorful mulch, stepping stones and drought tolerant flower landscape above right.

My Water Saving Project
For several months since last summer, I
heard on KNX Radio that a company
called “Turf Terminators” would remove
grass and replace it with California
drought tolerant plants at no charge! To
cover their expenses they would get the
rebate from Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California and you would get
to save water, time, and money without
doing anything.
That sounded like a dream comes true.
I really wanted to save more water by
removing more grass. Being on a 6,000
square foot corner lot we have more grass
than we can bargain for. In previous
years, we had paid a contractor and our
gardener to remove grass, installed 50%
cement in the area between the street and
the sidewalk and planted ground covers in
the remainder 50% to save water. Now
we could use the “free” service to remove
the grass in our backyard.
I found the company online and called
the number listed to ask about the program. The operator asked me where I
lived. “Fullerton, Orange County,” I said.
He then told me that his crew was busy
doing work for residents in LA and they
would not be able to reach Orange
County until January of 2016. In January,
I called again, and they said I should
check back in a few months. I called
again in April still without any luck, so I
decided to go local.
I went on our city website and found a
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buy another 50, but Thompson had run
out of them, so I had to place an order.
While waiting for the stones to arrive, we
kept on watering the pots to keep them
alive. I also bought a Jujube tree and paid
for delivery and planting.
After Jose picked up and delivered the
stones, I had to pay one of his employees
to adjust the existing stones and lay down
the new ones. The contractor’s job was
done, so next I enlisted my gardener
Armando for help. We met at Home
Depot and brought back 30 bags of
Scott’s Mulch, and 8 rolls of weed blocker. Now the hard work began.
Armando dug a hole, I filled it up with
water, he filled in some garden soil,
removed the plant from the pot and
placed it in the hole, and pressed the dirt
down around the plant. We had to repeat
that steps 49 times. When done, we
spread the weed blocker over the plants,
cut a hole for each, and then poured
Scott’s Mulch around the plants and all
over the yard.
It was easy in the area without the succulents and lantanas. We just had to lay
down the weed blocker and pour the
mulch on top and even it out. The whole
thing took us almost a day. I had to pay
Armando so he could go back to his family. Being a perfectionist, I spent another
hour straightening things out before calling it quits for the day.
I was promised the rebate before starting the project. After the project was
done, I had to submit five of the "after"
pictures, which were taken at the same
position as the "before" pictures. I have
received an email confirming that the
photos were received and will be looked at
within the next 4 to 6 weeks. And they
may send someone to look at the garden
in person. Meanwhile it feels good to have
a garden that requires very little water but
still looks nice.
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Founders Day Parade & Town Fair A Fun Tradition Renewed
PHOTOS BY JERE

GREENE
More photos on page 18
The first Fullerton Founders Day
Parade since 1987 took place Saturday,
September 26. The parade began at 10am
from the courthouse parking lot on
Berkeley and wound south down Harbor
Blvd. for an hour and a half ending at the
Fullerton Downtown Plaza on E.
Wilshire. The pink firetruck, and the ladder truck with the Titan team, waving
Chapman family members and politicians
in classic cars, civic groups, wonderful
dancing horses, Victorian ladies, and high
school and college marching bands were
included. The festivities continued
through 4pm with a Town Fair on the

plaza featuring live music, food and craft
vender booths and the Museum Beer &
Wine Garden.
ABOVE &
AT LEFT:
All the Arts
won for
their Sun
& Moon
& Dragon
presentation with
dancing
fairies

ABOVE: About twenty incredible Chinelos Morelos dancers in wonderfully wild
and colorful costumes were accompanied by the music of Union de Comparzas.

THEATER

ART
50 ARTWORKS AT THE MUCK FROM
OVER THE PAST FIVE DECADES OF EXHIBITS
Artists Gallery Tour October 8
The Muckenthaler’s 50th Anniversary
Exhibition features artworks of all media
from five decades of shows presented in
the Center’s galleries. Beginning with a
painting by Marjorie Kerr from the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center’s very first
exhibition, the show includes over fifty
artworks from exhibitions organized in
the 1960’s through the present day.
The Muckenthaler is located at 1201
W. Malvern Ave. in Fullerton, just west of
Euclid. Visit www.themuck.org for more
information or call 714-738-6595.
Artists represented in the show include

Nixson Borah, Craig Cree Stone,
Kim Abeles, Bloum, Anthony
Trasport, Sharon Kennedy, Joe De
Vera, Theodore Lukits, Steve
Schmidt, Chris Gallup, Hyung Joo
Kim, Damion Lloyd, Kurt Weston,
Jose Lozano, Vincent Suez, Jong Kuk
Lee, John Hesketh, Carol Towler,
Raul Angiano, Don Hendricks,
Mary Zarbano, Don Derler,
Youngshin
Kim,
Martha
Bartholomew, Fay Colmar, Marjorie
Kerr, John Watson, Frank Romero,
Donghyun Chung, Cindy Rinne,
Steve Metzger, Florence Arnold,
Steven Mirich, Kenton Nelson,
Gene Kloss, Michael Rohde, and
others. The exhibit is up through
October 25.
•Thurs., October 8 at 7:30pm:
MEET THE ARTISTS GALLERY TOUR
features a rare opportunity to hear
from the some of the artists who
have exhibited at the Muckenthaler
over the past 50 years. Each artist
will speak about their featured artwork. Free

FORGOTTEN FACES:
COMFORT WOMEN
OF WWII at Museum
Artwork created by painter Steven Cavallo,
photographer Jan Banning and videographer
Chang-Jin Lee capture the stories as told by
women (now elderly) of the Comfort Stations
created by the Japanese Imperial Army during
World War II from 1932-1945. Controversy
surrounds the issue of “Comfort Women” so
called because they were pressed into service
to meet the sexual needs of Imperial Army soldiers in the field. The show uncovers the
human cost of all wars where women are often
victims, but is not about the ongoing grievances between countries. Historical context is
provided through maps, historic photos and
text. The Fullerton Museum Center is located
at 301 N. Pomona (at W. Wilshire). Call 714738-3331 for more information. The show
runs through Nov. 1.
•October 24: “Caged Birds” will feature
singer songwriter Chelsea Davis, poet Ana
Sanchez, and other performers involved in
raising awareness of sexual slavery in the world
today. Tickets to this event are $60 and proceeds will go to charities working to end sexual exploitation of women and children.
For more information on the exhibit, please
call the Fullerton Museum Center at (714)
738-3331.

MAVERICK THEATER
110 E. Walnut Ave., Fullerton
Tickets: 714-526-7070
www.mavericktheater.com
•NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
adapted & directed by Brian Newell
opens Oct 2. A pulse-pounding version of
the cult movie featuring a horde of zombies vs. a group barricaded in a house. $22

STAGES THEATER
400 E. Commonwealth, Fullerton
Tickets: 714-525-4484
www.stagesoc.org
•THE 39 STEPS adapted by Patrick
Barlow from the novel by John Buchan
opens Oct 9 and plays Fri & Sat at 8pm,
and Sun at 2pm thru Nov 8. "Mix a
Hitchcock masterpiece with a juicy spy
novel, add a dash of Monty Python and
you have Alfred Hitchcock's The 39
Steps. Seeking a frivolous night out at the
theatre, Richard Hannay is lured into a
world of intrigue by a mysterious woman
claiming to be a spy. When she winds up
dead in his flat, he flees London with the
police hot on his trail. This is a classic portrayal of one man’s flight from wrong
accusation through a series of misadventures and old fashioned romance. THE 39
STEPS features a cast of four actors who,
against all odds, breathlessly and hilariously attempt to reenact all of the characters, locations and famous scenes in
Hitchcock's 1935 film thriller with just a
few props and a lot of theatrical ingenuity
and split second quick changes"

CAMELOT THEATER
Performing Arts Center
Sunny Hills High School, 1801
Warburton Way, Fullerton
•Tickets: 714-626-4283
•LEGALLY BLOND: The Musical
plays Nov. 4th, 5th, & 6th @7pm. Tickets
are $10 ($8 w/ ASB). *Season Tickets are
on sale for $25
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LEARNING TO DRIVE:

Two Hits

“Learning to Drive” is one of those small treasures
that manage to survive the summer’s surfeit of
action movies. Drawing from an autobiographical
article that appeared in The New Yorker in 2002,
screenwriter Sarah Kernochan made some minor
changes, coming up with a script that grabbed the
interest of accomplished actor Patricia Clarkson.
Having worked with Sir Ben Kingsley in the film
“Elegy,” Clarkson signed on to costar once more
with Sir Ben, famous for his 1982 portrayal of
Ghandi. Again, the British actor plays an Indian,
this time a Sikh, with tightly wound turban and
neatly groomed beard. While making “Ghandi,”
Kingsley had had a Sikh driver, whose accent and
mannerisms stayed with him through the years and
inform the character he plays in “Learning to
Drive.”
Darwan (Kingsley) is driving a taxi in Manhattan
when a quarreling couple get into the backseat as
the husband tells his wife, Wendy (Clarkson), that
he is leaving her for another woman. Wendy
becomes unglued especially when she learns that the
woman is one of her husband’s students. Ted (Jake
Weber) gets dropped off at the girlfriend’s apartment and pays Darwan to take his wife home to
their brownstone on 95th.St. Distraught and distracted, Wendy leaves a manuscript in the back seat
of Darwan’s cab.
A literary critic, Wendy has spent most of her
time with books and at her computer, and she
cringes with a modicum of guilt when Ted accuses
her of neglecting him and their daughter, Tasha
(Grace Gummer), for her career. Tasha, home
briefly from a farming commune in Vermont, comforts her mother and tells her to drive up to visit her
in Vermont. But having lived all of her adult life in
Manhattan, Wendy has never learned to drive.
The next day, Darwan drops off the folder Wendy
had forgotten in his cab. She notices that he is not
driving a taxi this time but a car with Student
Driver on the roof. He explains that he has a night
job and a day job, so Wendy takes his business card.
The film follows both characters, each at a crossroad in life. Darwan, a refugee from India, living in
a basement apartment, has been granted political
asylum and has now enlisted the help of his sister in
India to find him a wife. Having never met the
chosen woman, Darwan finds a mature but very
taciturn woman waiting for him at the airport. He
and Jasleen (Sarita Choudhury) are married in a
Sikh ceremony the next day.
As Wendy’s marriage dissolves, Darwan’s and
Jasleen’s begins, but both transitions are fraught
with problems. Wendy reluctantly hires Darwan to
teach her to drive, and she is not an easy pupil.
Often losing her focus and afraid to drive across
bridges, Wendy needs her confidence built up as
much as she needs to learn to drive.
“Learning to Drive” does become a metaphor for
Wendy’s learning to chart a new course in life without Ted. But the movie is never predictable or formulaic and the actors are able to keep the tone
amusing even amid emotional crises. Much credit
for the success of the film lies in the spot-on performances of the two stars, but Clarkson and
Kingsley generously credit their hands-on director,
Isabel Coixet.
On occasion, Coixet even operates the camera
herself, and she is so in touch with her actors that in
the scenes where Clarkson and Kingsley sit in the
front seat with Clarkson driving, Coixet is stuffed
out of sight in the back seat. Neither actor finds this
technique intrusive and Kingsley comments that he
prefers her approach to that of directors who stay
“20 yards away watching a monitor in a trailer.”
Credit for the success of the film also goes to the
original music for the score, with hints of Eastern
sounds, written by Paul Hicks and Dhani Harrison,
son of the late Beatle George Harrison.

Two Hits: Don’t Miss it!
A Hit & A Miss: You Might Like it
Two Misses: Don’t Bother

EVENTS
WED, SEPT 30
•8am-1pm: Fullerton
Every
Wednesday Certified Farmers
Market Fresh produce, nuts, baked
goods, flowers, plants, and more at
Independence Park, on Valencia in
Fullerton, next to the DMV.
•7pm: Lalo Alcaraz Preview of
First Latino Prime Time Cartoon
“Bordertown” which debuts in Jan.
2016. The preview screening will be
at the Ruth B. Shannon Center for
the Performing Arts, 6760 Painter
Ave, Whittier. Funny satiric cartoon
by Lalo Alcaraz, artist, writer and
host of KPFK’s “The Pocho Hour of
Power, editor of POCHO magazine,
and creator of La Cucharacha Latino
daily comic strip. Free but RSVP to
www.shannoncenter.org/bordertown
THURS, OCT 1
•4pm-8:30pm:
Downtown
Fullerton Outdoor Market E.
Wilshire & Pomona. Enjoy fresh
produce, craft booths, food vendors,
kids activities, beer & wine garden,
and live music at 6:30pm. Free.
•7pm: Neighborhood Watch
Water Presentation features OC
Water District Resource Director
John Kennedy in “Where OCs
Water Comes From,” at City Hall
council chambers, 303 W.
Commonwealth.
FRI, OCT 2
•6pm-10pm: Downtown Art
Walk free viewings of art in numerous venues around town all within
easy walking distance from each
other. www.fullertonartwalk.com
•7pm: Zen James & Spirit
Outlaw Band at the Fullerton
Museum Center, 301 N. Pomona
Ave. Combination of Native
American, boogie, & blues Free.
TUES, OCT 6
•6:30pm: City Council Meeting
City Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth,
Fullerton.
WED, OCT 7
•8am-1pm: Fullerton
Every
Wednesday Certified Farmers
Market Fresh produce, nuts, baked
goods, flowers, plants, and more at
Independence Park, on Valencia in
Fullerton, next to the DMV.
•6pm-8pm: Independent Film
Series “Infamous” free screening at
the Fullerton Public Library
Osborne Auditorium located at 353
W. Commonwealth. Adult theme.
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THURS, OCT 8
•4pm-8:30pm:
Downtown
Fullerton Outdoor Market E.
Wilshire & Pomona. Produce, crafts,
live music at 6:30pm. Free.
SAT, OCT 10
•9am: Friends of Coyote Hills
Nature Walk An easy 2-mile hike
with spectacular views suitable for
the whole family through the West
Coyote Hills. Meet at the entrance
to the Equestrian Center at Laguna
Lake Park on Lakeview (just east of
Euclid) in Fullerton. Wear comfortable shoes and bring water to drink.
Free
•10am-3pm:
Annual
Archaeology & Science Family
Festival at Clark Regional Park,
8800 Rosecrans Ave, Buena Park features CSUF Dr. John D. Cooper of
the
Archaeological
and
Paleontological Center presenting
Orange County’s rich heritage of
natural history, pre-historic animals
and plants and Native American
Culture. Demonstrations, exhibits,
craft activities, Indian fry bread,
Brew Hawg BBQ and drinks. Other
participants include Pacific Coast
Archeological Society, LSA Fossils in
Your Backyard, South Coast
Geological Society, Jacque Nunez of
Journeys to the Past, Reptile Rescue
OC, Craig Torres & Desiree
Martinez of Gabrielino/Tongva,
Volcano expert Dr. Val Memeti,
SoCal Paleontological Society, Back
to Natives Restoration, Tucker
Wildlife Sancutary, the Quake
Cottage, Native American face
painting and more. Free. More info
at www.prehistoric.org or by calling
714-647-2100
SUN, OCT 11
•9am-1pm: Elks Club Sunday
Brunch Fundraiser Enjoy all you
can eat omelets, bacon, sausage, waffles and beverages for $12. Proceeds
support Elks charities. Elks Club,
1400 Elks View Lane, Fullerton (top
of the hill off Brea Blvd., across from
Hillcrest Park. 714-870-1993
•10am-6pm: 10th Annual Day
of the Dead celebration with music,
food, art, cars & La Calavera Catrina
contest featuring elegantly dressed
skeletons saterizing wealth and
death. Casita Del Pueblo, 13100
Philadelphia St., Whittier. Free
TUES, OCT 13
•7pm: To Kill a Mockingbird
Book Discussion led by Dr.
Rebecca Cantor at the Fullerton
Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth, is part of the
Fullerton Reads program.
WED, OCT 14
•8am-1pm: Fullerton Every
Wednesday Certified Farmers
Market Fresh produce, nuts,
baked goods, flowers, plants,
and more at Independence Park,
on Valencia in Fullerton, next to
the DMV.
•7pm: Chevron Proposal for
Coyote Hills details revealed at
a Planning Commission information session at the Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth.
THURS, OCT 15
•11am-6pm: Damas de
Caridad Fall Boutiqe with over
30 vendors offering a wide variety of items. Summit House
Restaurant,
2000
E.
Bastanchury Road, Fullerton.
$10 entrance fee. All net proceeds raised benefit St. Jude
Medical Center programs and
services.

THURS, OCT 15 Continued
•4pm-8:30pm: Downtown Fullerton
Outdoor Market E. Wilshire & Pomona.
Produce, craft, food vendors, kids activities, live music at 6:30pm. Free.
SAT OCT 17
•8am-1pm: Teen & Parent Workshop
on Vapes, Energy Drinks, Marijuana,
Cyber Safety and more includes a continental breakfast and lunch. Keynote
speaker is UCI Professor and law enforcement gang expert Dr. Al Valdez. Fullerton
Center,
340
W.
Community
Commonwealth. Free but RSVP to 714738-3147.required by Oct. 9. Presented
by the Fullerton Police Dept and supported by the Fullerton School District,
NCADDOC, Fullerton Parks &
Recreation & OC Sheriff Department.
•7pm-9pm: Chalk Art for Adults with
instructor Virginia Sandfer at the
Fullerton Museum Center, at Wilshire
and Pomona. RSVP 714-738-6545
WED, OCT 21
•5pm-10: Craft Beer Festival &
Comedy Show for Autism at the Fox
Theater begins with a craft beer festival at
5pm and comedy show at 7pm hosted by
comedian George Perez and featuring
Tom Green, Sam Tripoli, Kate Quigley,
Keith Reza, Josua Meyrowitz, and Super
Naked. Proceeds help Fullerton Cares
which raises money for Autism programs
in Fullerton schools. For more info and
tickets visit www.fullertoncares.com.
THURS, OCT 22
•7pm: Public Hearing on Chevron
Proposal for Coyote Hills will be heard
at the Planning Commission meeting at
Fullerton
City
Hall,
303 W.
Commonwealth.
•7:30pm: Free 50s Style Dance Demo
& Lesson in the Osborne Auditorium at
the Fullerton Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth. No registration required
just come and enjoy. Swing Dance was a
popular form of entertainment during the
1959s and currently is enjoying a renaissance. Instructors from the Clubhouse
Dance Studio in Placentia will give a
dance demo and lesson. You will learn
some basic moves and can Lindy Hop
your heart out.
SAT, OCT 24
•10am-4:30pm: Fullerton Police
Department Open House with tours,
interactive displays, treats and more.
Fullerton Police Dept., 237 W.
Commonwealth, Fullerton. Free
•10am: Free Movie Screening of “The
Help,” plus Lecture & Discussion led
by CSUF Assistant Professor of African
American Studies Dr. Tyler Parry at the
Fullerton Public Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth, is part of the Fullerton
Reads program.
MON, OCT 26
•5:30pm-7:30pm: High Speed Rail
Public Meeting at Fullerton Public
Library, 353 W. Commonwealth. Update
on the project for the high-speed LAAnaheim corridor link that will connect
LA and Orange counties with more efficient transportation.
FRI, OCT 30
•7pm-8:30pm:
South
Coast
Storytellers “Things that go Bump in
the Night” at the Fullerton Arboretum,
1900 N. Associated Road (at the edge of
the CSUF campus). Daring pre-teens,
teens, and adults are invited to a program
of chilling and thrilling tales in a haunting
night of spooky stories presented by South
Coast Storytellers Guild. Adults/$10;
Students 8-16/$7. Info: 714-904-6387.
SAT, OCT 31
•7pm-Midnight: Maple Alumni Last
Dance Fullerton Community Center,
340 W Commonwealth. Live entertainment and DJ, no-host bar and taco bar.
Costumes optional. $30 at the door.
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REST IN PEACE • WE REMEMBER YOU

DENNIS ALAN HITTLE
It is with deepest sorrow that we inform
you of the death of our beloved father,
Dennis Alan Hittle, who passed away
peacefully at his home from death into life
with his savior in Heaven on September
12, 2015.
Dennis was born in Greenville, Ohio in
1941 to parents Francis and Mary Hittle.
After the family moved to California
Dennis played on the varsity football and
track teams at Buena Park High School
until he graduated in 1960. He attended
CSUF majoring in psychology.
He was a Vietnam Veteran of the U.S.
Air Force, serving from 1961 to 1965 and
worked for over 42 years for the City of
Fullerton. Most recently, Dennis served as
the President of the Senior Citizens Club
of Fullerton and as a Board Member of
the
City of Fullerton Sister City
Association.
Known for his good humor, Dennis
loved to dance, sing, and tell jokes. He
was interested in history, art, culture, photography, flowers, nature, and jazz. He
showed God’s love by serving and helping

others. He was credited in a Dec. 1989 LA
Times column for a project he started to
collect donations of food, clothing and
toiletries from his fellow city employees to
deliver to the homeless at the Union
Rescue Mission in downtown LA at
Christmas. He set up the first donation
drive in 1984.
In 1987 Dennis Hittle found the historic murals hidden behind a false ceiling
at the Fullerton Police Department and
took action that led to its restoration. He
took photos and researched the mural at
the Fullerton Library’s local history room
and shared what he learned with then city
redevelopment manager Terry Galvin. As
a result the city launched a restoration of
the mural originally painted by renowned
artist Helen Lundeberg in a WPA project.
Raising money to restore the mural took
years and became a community project to
celebrate Fullerton’s Centennial. The
restoration was completed with $50,000
from the city and $150,000 raised privately with the help of a citizen’s commitee led
by Eva Slater and Councilwoman Molly
McClanahan.
Dennis is survived and loved by daughter Laurie Anne Hittle and son-in-law, Joe
Piechowski of Thousand Oaks; son
Nathan Hittle and son-in-law, Jason
Carrig of Santa Ana; mother of his children Kitty Marsh Tahtinen; sister Ann
and brother-in-law John Petttibone;
nieces Ginger Shapiro and Debbie Hittle;
nephews Chad and Scott Robinson, Tim
Marsh, Gary Hittle; and a wide circle of
family and friends. He is predeceased by
his parents, Francis and Mary Hittle; and
his brother Garth.
A viewing was held on September 23 at
Memorial Garden Memorial Cemetery,
455 W. Central Ave, Brea. A private burial with full military honors took place at
the National Cemetery on September 24,
2015.
A memorial service and reception was
held on Friday, September 25 at the
Fullerton Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth Ave, Fullerton.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be
made in his memory, to the Senior
Citizens Club of Fullerton, 340 W.
Commonwealth, Fullerton CA 92832.

Erika Craig
Erika Craig, wife, mother, grandmother, sister and friend, unexpectedly passed
away on September 8, 2015.
Erika was born October 12, 1949 in
Arth, Switzerland to Meinrad and
Suzanne Horat and was married to Darrel
in Arth in January 1969. She had resided
in Fullerton since 1979 after living with

Darrel in many European countries following his work with Hughes Aircraft Co.
Erika loved spending time with her grandchildren, whether it was swimming or
having sleep overs. Grossmami will be
sorely missed by all.
Erika is survived by her husband of 46
years Darrel, daughter Julia (Scott) Paullin
and sons Darrel Jr. and Daniel and grandsons Michael and Randy Paullin and
Oliver Craig. Erika is also survived by sisters Resli, Susy, Irene, Pia and Monika
and brothers Meiri, Fredy and Werner, all
of whom reside in Switzerland.
A memorial was held September 18 at
McAulay and Wallace Mortuary in
Fullerton.
In lieu of flowers, the family is requesting donations be made in her name to the
the American Cancer Society, Orange
County Chapter, 11250 Warner Ave.,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708-4116.

Remembering Frank Forbath
The Orange County Interfaith
Committee to Aid Farm Workers lost one
of its most dedicated and long-serving
members when Frank Forbath, 90, died
on September 2.
Frank was an engineer who graduated
from UCLA and served in the Navy during World War II. Using the GI Bill, he
also earned a Master’s Degree at Stanford.
For many years he worked in the aerospace industry and held several US and
international patents.
Frank and his wife, Jean, were disturbed
by the poverty in Orange County. They
co-founded SOS (Share Our Selves) in
1970 and it remains OC’s largest private
charity. Migrant labor camps also bothered them and that began a long ministry
of providing health care, legal assistance
and religious services.
Frank also worked against racial discrimination in housing and led his children on the picket lines in support of the
United Farm Workers grape and lettuce
boycotts. He protested against the U.S.
entry into both Iraq wars, and in his 80s
traveled to Fort Benning, Georgia to
advocate closing the infamous “School of
the Americas.”

LOCAL CONGREGATIONS WELCOME YOU

Orangethorpe
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)

Dr. Robert L. Case, Pastor
Sunday Service: 10AM
2200 W. ORANGETHORPE
FULLERTON (714) 871-3400
www.orangethorpe.org

In 2014 the Forbaths were honored by
the OC Human Relations Commission
with a Legacy Award for their civil rights
contributions.
Survivors include his devoted wife Jean,
7 children, 5 children-in-law, and 15
grandchildren. A public memorial mass
was held on September 25 at Saints
Simon and Jude Catholic Church in
Huntington Beach.
In lieu of flowers, the family requests
that donations be made in Frank’s name
to the National Farm Worker Ministry,
PO Box 10645, Raleigh, NC 27605.
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Welcome
to the World!
Tarin Almstedt and Allison Ritto Almstedt
of Fullerton hereby announce the birth of their
son, Neal Gagarin Almstedt. He arrived on
September 19th, 2015, at St. Jude Hospital.
Neal weighed 8 pounds, 6 ounces and was 22
inches long. Maternal grandparents, Michael
and Karen Ritto of Fullerton welcome their
first grandchild, and paternal grandparents,
Gordon and Lorra Dickinson of Fullerton,
welcome him as their sixth grandchild.

Happy 60th Anniversary
Jim & Nadene
Gail, Jill and Beth, daughters of Jim and
Nadene Ivens, organized a wonderful 60th
Wedding Celebration dinner with about 100
of their closest friends and family on Sunday,
September 6. The dinner was held at Yen
Ching Restaurant in Orange, that Jim and
Nadene actually co-owned and opened many
years ago.
Jim and Nadene are two of the founding
members of the Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper and were joined by friends from the
Congregational Church, League of Women
Voters, the Observer, and other groups in which
they were active. The fun included a trivia test
with obscure facts about this lovely couple that
was won by Barbara Johnson.

Happy 50th Wedding Anniversary
Michael & Carole
Michael and Carole Maertzweiler celtheir
50th
Wedding
ebrated
Anniversary with family in Cancun,
Quintana Roo, Mexico where they
renewed their vows at the Parroquia De
Cristo Resucitado Catholic Church.
In attendance were Christopher
Maertzweiler of LaHabra, CA,
Catherine Root and husband Thomas,
and their children Parker and Aubrielle
of Gilbert, AZ, Jennifer Miller, and husband David and grandchildren Colton
and Cameryn of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
Carole and Mike met and graduated
from Fullerton Union High School.
They were married at St. Mary’s
Catholic Church in Fullerton on August
28, 1965 when Fr. Siebert was the
Pastor.
Carole graduated as a R.N. from St.
Vincent’s College of Nursing in Los
Angeles. She began her career at St.

Jude Hospital in Fullerton where their
first child was born.
Mike is a California State University
at Fullerton graduate in business and
entered the Army Signal Corps as an
officer, with family joining him in
Germany for two years where their second child was born.
They returned to Orange County
and settled in Placentia, California
where they lived for 45 years. Their next
two children were born at St. Jude
Hospital in Fullerton. Mike’s career was
with Boeing Aerospace Finance and
served in the Placentia Police Reserve
for 12 years. He was a Placentia City
Planning Commissioner and City
Councilman and Mayor twice during
his 8 years before retiring in 2000.
Carole and Mike have recently
returned to Fullerton to enjoy retirement in their newly remodeled home
and their hobby of growing plumerias.

Every Way
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High School
Music:
Troy won for
Best
Marching
Band.
Troy Cheer at
left and the
Sunny Hills
Lancers at
right were
among the
groups
providing
music and
dance at the
Founders
Day Parade.
Orange Empire Chorus Music:
The beautiful barbershop harmonies of the Orange
Empire Chorus were heard in the parade. Below
they pose with the Observer hometown paper.

Above: Six riders on high steping horses that danced
to the music of an accompanying Mariachi-style band.
The Fullerton Rec Riders also rode in the parade.

At Right: Live music from
numerous talented local and
out of town high school bands
thrilled spectators.
Disclaimer
There were so many top features we couldn’t get everything
in so this is just a small taste of
this year’s quickly organized
event which promises to get
even better as the years go by
and as more local groups get
involved.

WINGS TAKES OFF story & photos by Jere Greene
After over a year of major reconstruction to the Fullerton Airport administration and tower building, which included
ADA compliance and an extensive renovation, it and the new Wings restaurant
opened with a ceremony on Thursday,
September 24th at 5:30. Appetizers and
drinks were available to toast the long
awaited event. Sporting a new look with a
50's era industrial aircraft motif, diners
will not only be able to enjoy a fine meal,
but be treated to an up front and personal view of the airport operations.
A fun feature on the lobby wall is a
timeline complete with historic photos.
The initial feature when entering the glass
entry doors from the lobby, are the converging LED lights in the floor corresponding to the landing lights on the runway.
Memorabilia from the '50s decorate the

facility and the tables have an excellent
view of the field through the generous use
of glass windows. Individual personal ear
buds allow guests to listen into the planeto-tower conversations.
The Wings Cafe owners, Brian and
Sherri White bring their years of experience from operating the Galley
Restaurant in Newport Beach to
Fullerton. This portends to become a
unique dining experience for both local
residents and fly-in visitors as well.

Presented by the
Orange County
Water District
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Free Water Presentation by Jere Greene
The Fullerton Neighborhood Watch
Association meeting will feature the
Orange County Water District’s Director
of Resources John Kennedy in a presentation of “Where OC's Water Comes
From.” In addition, Fullerton Council
Member Jan Flory who is Fullerton’s representative on the OCWD Board of
Directors will be in attendance. Together,
they will answer any questions regarding
this important program.
The public is invited to the presentation
which takes place on Thursday, October
1st, in the Council Chambers of City
Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth. Parking is
available at the north side entrance.
The presentation starts at 7pm followed

ANSWER KEY
At left is the answer
key to the crossword
“Vroom, Vroom” on
page 7.

by a door prize drawing and refreshments
at 7:30pm. Additional information can be
obtained by contacting Fullerton Police
Department Community Services Officer
Juanita Juarez at 714.738.6836.

Are You Too Hot?
You can find out if the Cooling Center
at the Fullerton Community Center is
open by calling 724-738-6575 or by
checking the changeable message sign on
Commonwealth out in front of the center at 340 W Commonwealth, across
from City Hall. The Cooling Center,
when activated, remains open from noon
to 6pm over the weekends rather than the
normal closing time of 3pm.

Fullerton-born resident
Valerie Brickey has been
constructing puzzles
for several years.
She has agreed to keep
us entertained with
more in the future!

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS

Call 714-525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for
NEIGHBORS to advertise. To participate you
must have a local phone number. Contractors
must provide valid license. Editor reserves
right to reject any ad. Sorry, we do not accept
date ads, get rich schemes or financial ads of
any sort. Call 714-525-6402 for details.
$10 for 50 words or less per issue. Payment
is by check only. Items to give away for free
and lost and found item listings are printed for
free as space allows.
The Observer assumes no liability for ads

REPAIR/REMODEL
LICENSED HOME
SERVICES

Roofing, Patios, Windows, Doors, Gates,
Fences, Termites, Dryrot, Electrical,
Plumbing, Drywall, Paint, New, Repairs,
Special Projects. CSLB #744432. Bonded,
Insured. Free Estimates: 714-738-8189

BEAUTY & HEALTH

AMWAY, ARTISTRY, NUTRILITE

To buy Amway, Artistry,
or Nutrilite products
please call Jean 714-349-4486

JOBS

CITY JOB OPENINGS

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and click
on the “How Do I” tab and then “City
Employment.”
•Community Services Leader. Bilingual
skills desirable. $9-$9.75/hr; Specialist,
Bilingual skills desireable. $10-$11/hr
•Police Cadet $11.50/hr; Sr. Police
Cadet $13/hr
•Police Officer/Academy Trained
$5,375-$6,860/month

FREE HELP LINES

•Call 2-1-1 on your phone for nonemergency help on any issue you are having in OC. Free. www.211.org
•TEENLINE’s number is (800) TLCTEEN (800-852-8336). Open 6pm to
10pm and answered by teens. Also available online at teenlineonline.org.

placed here. However, if you have a complaint
or compliment about a service, please let us
know at 714-525-6402.
Call City Hall at 714-738-6531 to inquire
about business licenses.
For contractor license verification go to the
California State Contractor License Board
website at www.cslb.ca.gov. Once there click
on the red link on the left of the page which
will take you to a screen where you can enter
the name, contractor number, or business to
make sure they are legit. Thank You!

FOR SALE

COTTAGE-LIKE
APARTMENT

1 bedroom, 1 bath available
4 blocks west of St. Judes.
Central heating and A/C,
enclosed single car garage,
water and trash paid,
on-site laundry facility.
Non-smoking, Sorry no pets.
$1350.00
Call Judy for appointment
at 714-812-2243

GREAT GIFT IDEAS

Louis Viutton monogram speedy hand
bag size 30 in great condition $60; and
two never used portable hockey games:
Powerplay Winniwell “Irwin” 10-player
Hockey game 35x18 ($25); and Stiga Pro
Hockey game w/12 players, 35 x 18 made
in Sweden ($25). All three items would
make great gifts for upcoming holidays.
Call Bob at 714-530-2003.
LOCAL ELECTRICIAN

Skilled Electrician and Fullerton resident
for 40 years. NoFixNoPay.info provides
the second opinion that saves thousands
in unnecessary construction. Guaranteed
perfect repairs, lighting, fans, building
wiring, and appliances installed. Owner
operated within the unlicensed minor
work exception set by the Contractors
State License Board. Fullerton Business
License #556307. Call Roger (714) 8032849

POSITION SOUGHT

CAREGIVER
PERSONAL ASSISTANT

Caring, honest, dependable caregiver
and personal assistant, with over twenty
years experience, offers services including:
errands, meal planning, cooking, office
and computer skills, bill-paying, making
appointments, driving, help with personal
care and medicines, and more. Excellent
references. Call Theresa at 714-334-7462
or email tags3@roadrunner.com

CHANGE & BALANCE
by Michelle Gottlieb

The Option to Dying
People die. Sometimes too young.
Sometimes suddenly. Sometimes at the
end of a very long life, surrounded by
family, at peace with the dying process.
But the bottom-line, is that we all die.
There is no other option.
I have had many people I love die and
have learned many lessons. The first is
no matter how young you are, be sure
that all your paperwork is in order.
Have a will or trust in place. If you do
not, your survivors will have a very
rough time at a period in their lives
when they do not need the extra stress.
Do you have life insurance? If not,
think about getting some. It is a precious gift that you can give to your family. Make sure that you have a document that those you trust know where
to find with all your passwords, including to your phone and computer.
We do not want to face the idea that
we will die so we often live with our
heads in the sand. Perhaps if I do not
make a will, I do not have to face the
reality of my death. Again, there is no

other option. You will die. But you can
make it easier on your family by having
the practical issues taken care of.
Now the emotional issues that arise.
If someone is old and had a good life,
we usually have an easier time accepting
their death. We still miss them, but we
accept this as part of life. We cry but can
move forward. It is those unexpected
deaths that are so very difficult. We are
not prepared. It does not make sense. It
is not fair. We rage against whatever
Being we believe in. We get angry at the
person who had the gall to die (a perfectly normal reaction).
We wonder how we can possibly go
on without our loved one. We have to
grieve and at the same time re-define
ourselves without that person in our
lives. The bottom-line is that life goes
on, even when we don’t want it to. Take
the time to heal yourself. Remember all
the gifts that you received from that
person being in your life. Take one step
forward. The next step will come.

MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202, Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5
www.michellegottlieb.com
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At Right:
Although hard to
make out in
grayscale the
low growing
Myoporum
parvifolium creates
a swath of green
along a stepstone
pathway leading to
the recirculating
water feature.
This hardy
drought tolerant
groundcover
is also used
extensively around
the Fullerton
Library Center.
Gravel pathways show off blooming bougainvillea, large agave plants and Rus Iancea trees.

THE COASTKEEPER GARDEN
by Penny Hlavac
Is gardening good for the environment?
The obvious answer would be yes but the
real answer is “not aways.”
A big part of the “not always” is our
excessive use of water, fertilizer and pesticides. Next time you walk by the drain at
the end of your street note the stencil
which reads “NO DUMPING, DRAINS
TO OCEAN.” The water you see rushing
down the gutters to this drain can carry
with it pesticides, herbicides, motor oil
and animal waste.
The desire to minimize this runoff and
its harmful effects on the ocean is the
motivation behind a beautiful new
demonstration garden in Orange called
the Coastkeeper Garden. The two and a
half acres include California native and
other drought tolerant plants artfully
arranged in “garden vignettes” with large
explanatory signs. There is even a natural
play area for children.
This wonderful free resource is located
at 1560 East Santiago Canyon Road in
Orange between Newport Avenue and
Jamboree Road. Visit their website

www.coastkeeper.org/coastkeeper-garden
for a map and directions—-and to see
some beautiful color pictures of the garden.
The Coastkeeper Garden is open 8 to 4
Tuesday through Sunday. Saturday morning is an especially good time to go. On
the first Saturday of the month they host
a workshop for adults. The second
Saturday of the month is for “plant
traders”—- on this morning anyone can
bring plants, cuttings, seeds, pots or tools
to share and take what they want from the
things other people bring—-very popular.
On the third Saturday of the month there
is a workshop for the whole family, a great
way to introduce children to gardening.
These three Saturday events all start at 10
am. There are also guided tours.
Fall is the best time to plant most
California natives and other drought tolerant plants so after you have gathered
planting ideas at the Coastkeeper Garden,
don’t miss the Fullerton Arboretum
Native Plant Sale, 1900 Associated Road,
Fullerton, November 7th and 8th 10-4
with a members preview at 9am on
Saturday.

At Left:
The
Hesperaloe
parviflora
must be seen
in person to
really enjoy
the redorange
blooms.

Below:
The pink blooming
desert willow with
native grasses are
shown along with
photo examples of
craftsman and
bungalow gardens
in the American
Craftsman Garden.

Two Exciting
Upcoming Plant Sales
at the Arboretum
The
Fullerton
Arboretum’s
Veggipalooza plant sale will open Saturday
and Sunday, October 3 & 4 from 10am to
4pm. The sale features heirloom vegetable
plant varieties grown in organic soil.
Then, coming up Saturday and Sunday,
November 7 & 8 from 10am to 4pm is
the Annual California Native Plant Sale
featuring a wide range of drought tolerant
and native plants. Admission to both
events is free but remember to bring your
own bags. You can become a member at
the gate and receive 10% off your purchases. Visit www.fullertonarboretum.org

